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1 Tanzanian Shilling = US$0.14

1 US$ = 7.14 Tanzanian Shillings

This report is based on the findings of a mission to Tanzania in
September 1974 consisting of P. Bottelier, A. Choksi, A. Drysdall
(consultant), L. Graham (consultant), D. Papageorgiou and A. Sandig.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

1. Although the present level of mining and prospecting in Tanzania is
at a low ebb, it would be wrong to assume that this situation is a fair
reflection of either the history of the sector or its potential. A number
of factors - including the recent establishment of the State Mining Corp-
oration in 1973,. the completion of the Tazara Railway giving access to im-
portant coal and iron reserves in the southwest and the discovery of natural
gas off the coast near Kilwa - have contributed to the possibility of a major
breakthrough in mineral development in the coming years. There are, however,
serious manpower. technical and financial constraints to the realization of
that potential. There are also a number of policy issues, particularly with
reeard to the role of Drivate foreign canital in mineral develoDment, that need
to be resolved. Accelerated mineral development could contribute significantly
to an imnrovement in Tanzania's balance of navments nosition.

2. The contrihution of the mining sector to gross national product;

exports and wage employment is at present small and measures approximately
92° 8% 8n.d 1°,respetively. The aonly ,ae-Qrne operoartina mine iq the

V - _ .- r - …---- -h- _1- o -- - _- - - __

Mwadui diamond mine of Williamson Diamonds Limited. Diamonds are also by far
the o-st i-mportan.t m--neral export, followed hy salt, coa ,nored agematnen, fin

concentrates and minor quantities of other minerals. The Mwadui mine has
been producing both gem -Ad industrlal quality diamonds since its discovery
in 1940 and has been jointly owned (50/50) by the Government and a private
foreig. .ompany since 1958. U&TT. the recent a t of& a n -.-, plro.

Williamson Diamonds Ltd. was the most profitable company in Tanzania, and
d4urir, the per,od 1967-72 accour,;eA 'or near'ly An"' of -11 Income tax X.A 5570I
%AUL.LA LiZ jJLJUU 07UII Uid. %A AUU .U PM/LIa.L ?.JA &u U... *ltJu 

of all dividends paid by parastatal enterprises. The new mining plan aims
at preventing the early closure of the mine ad exte-ds its probable life
to 16 years at slowly falling production levels on a no profit/no loss basis.

3. Other mineral production in Tanzania has comprised mainly gold,
salt, tin concentrates, gemstones, mica nUd m.iLWL quaUtititesLofragnetite,
wolfram, lime, gypsum, glass sand, kaolin, coal and Meerschaum. Gold pro-
duction has fallen from nearly three tous in 1965 tU art insriLgnificant level

mainly because of rising costs and reserve depletion in a number of old mines.
For various reasons the production of almost all other minerals, including
diamonds, has declined in recent years. The overall situation was evidently
a matter of concern and to stimulate mineral development the Government estab-
lished in 1973 the State Mining Corporation which took over the National Devel-
opment Corporation's mining and mineral based industries portfolio and was
given the task of preparing new mining projects.

4. During the past decade new investment in mining has been negligible
but this is rapidly changing. The State Mining Corporation has made good
progress with the formulation of projects for the exploitation of beach
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sands, phosphate, soda ash, gold, kaolin and some other minerals. Much
preparatory waork remains to ho done, howerver. The manpower and financial
resources of the Corporation are now spread so thinly that it is feared
thbat fu:t.her progress may be veryr slow url there is a s significant increase
in the level of foreign technical and capital assistance. Alternatively the
Corporation could con.centrate its resourcen a on, sany t-wo or t.ree projects
instead of working on at least ten projects simultaneously as is the case at
present.

J. New LLLL L.mir.ing prolJects whfiich hlave reached or are ap-proachir.g the lm-
plementation stage include two small gold mines and a major expansion of
cement production. Tne technical and economic feasibiliLy of extracting
heavy minerals from beach sands is to be tested on a pilot scale. This
could become a fairly substantial export project of consideraDle interest.
Another interesting possibility is the mining and upgrading of low-grade
phosphate occurring near Lake Manyara to supply the Tanga fertilizer factory.
Much remains to be done, however, to determine the technical and economic
feasibility of this project. The mission recommends that tne Tanga factory
should not be committed to the use of domestic phosphates until the various
issues raised in this Annex have been resolved. One significant "external"
benefit of the phosphate project would be the release of the Tanga deep
water jetty tor general cargo use.

6. The responsibility for the preparation of a natural gas-based
project rests with the Tanzania Petroleum Development Corporation. No
project has been formulated so far. The recent find near Kilwa, which is
too small to be of interest to the present concession holders but big enough
to be of interest to Tanzania for domestic use, opens up a number of new
options for industrial and energy development some of which are mentioned in
this Annex. These require careful study and comparison before a particular
project is selected. In the light of the recent oil price "explosion", the
gas strike near Kilwa and the improved access to coal reserves in the southwest,
the mission suggests that there is an urgent need for a complete re-assessment
of Tanzania's energy resources. The object of this should be the formulation
of a long-term energy master plan for the use and development of hydroelectric
potential, geothermal resources, coal, natural gas and fuel oil. Special
technical assistance is likely to be required for a study of this nature, as
the capacity within Tanzania to identify the various technical options parti-
cularly with regard to the use of natural gas, and compare their relative
economic merits is very limited.

7. One important policy issue raised by the mission concerns the role
of private enterprise in the development of Tanzania's mineral resources.
With regard to prospecting there is, in a poor country like Tanzania, an
obvious conflict between the need to promote this activity and to limit the
risk to the Government. One solution would be to utilize the technical
know-how and the financial resources of the nrivate sector on condition that
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the Government would have the option to acquire a controlling interest in
any resulting mining venture. This approach does in fact appear to be the
basis of the existing prospecting agreements with the Agip/Amoco Group
(for oil and gas) and the Willcroft Corporation (a subsidiary of De Beers)
for diamonds but the orincinles are not embodied in the legislation. Thus
"the rules of the game" are not known. While the need for compromise
arrangements with the nrivate sector is recognized- the nrice which has to
be paid in the form of guarantees to the partner has not been decided
except in a few spec4fic instanres.

8. If this approach% is adopted, the minin legislation ned to be
changed. Clauses which empower the Minister or the President to refuse
to issue or revoke a minin- lease should be amended to er.sue that- the

holder of a prospecting license has at least the first option to negotiate
a mining. right, and to .1 low appenl. 1 Ta-.zanria 4i8 not. so r4Cl 4in prover.

mineral resources, particularly base metals, that there is significant compe-
titio. for prospecting righ.ts, and ur.er suchL.A circumstar.ces the legislatior.

should not deter whatever private interest there may be.

9. An alternative strategy would be to rely mostly on bilateral and
A.>ltil.atera.l aid'U a.du specla'l cor.tract arrangem,ents for prospectig.g. A

special United Nations revolving funds 1/ for the financing of prospecting
in developing countries has recer.tLy been established and the pUosibility
of obtaining assistance from the fund for Tanzania should be explored. A
possible disadvantage of ehis approach is that it involves a distinct break
in the chain between grass-roots prospecting and mining which may lead to
long delays in the formulation and implementarion or actual mining projects.
On the other hand any company acquiring mining rights under such circum-
stances would not have borne the risks inherent in prospecting and the Govern-
ment would therefore be in a stronger position in negotiating partnership
terms.

10. The policy question with regard to the role of the private sector
in mineral development is particularly relevant to very large, capital-
intensive export-oriented operations such as the soda ash and large scale
coal mining projects. Tanzania does not have the resources and technical
know-how for the development of either, but the contribution of these pro-
jects to an improvement in Tanzania's balance of payments position could
be significant. Unless a friendly bilateral donor can be found to assist,
the choice for Tanzania is essentially between leaving these mineral deposits
in the ground, or striking a deal with private foreign enterprises. Issues

1/ At the moment of writing the actual funding of this new U.N. facility
is still uncertain.
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like these have to be resolved on the political level but it iS UD to the
State Mining Corporation to present the politicians with a clear choice
setting out the costs and benefits associated with either anproach.

11. In the years following the second World War the Mineral Resources
Division (then the Geological Survey) was very active, and extensive
DrosDecting Drograms were carried out by the Commonwealth fleueoPnment
Corporation, Consolidated Goldfields, Anglo American - the Western Rift
exnloration program - UJnion Cnrnoratinn- Shel11/R_P_ and others. A great
deal of useful geological data was recorded during this period, which is
now held in nndnmn by the Mineral Raesorces T14Yi8air., but although a nimber
of mineral deposits were investigated in detail, for example the coal re-
sources of the Lake Nyasa area, the K-a- tinfield ar.d the Mpar.da mineralized
area, no substantial finds which could be exploited immediately on a large-
scale were made. AA a result the:e was a marked fall=or-f ir. tue level of
activity which had already become apparent prior to independence.

12. For a country of Tanzania's size the level of prospecting is very
lwat present and essentially confined to the search fLor oil arA. ga y h

Agip/Amoco combine in the coastal area, the search for diamonds by Williamson
ton behalfai z _for th-e account of the T.4I Icrofct Corporation) , th'e associLated'% d. Ij& LAJ. CLLL& LIJL L1 ~ L.LIJU~ A. L.L1 WV.L.L.L A.LU L .. LULLLL, L 1~ 

geochemical prospecting by Williamsons and prospecting by the Mineral
Resources Division and the State Mianing Corporation. The diamond prospecting
program is scheduled to be colipleted by April 1975 (after decades of con-
tinuous prospecting whichl has covered almost the entire country) unless new
mineral indications justify its continuation.

13. The facilities of the Mineral Resources Division in Dodoma are
superior to those of many Geologicai Surveys in Arrica, bur its staffing
position is so desperate that in certain important respects the Division
is almost non-functional. The staffing position of the State Mining Corpora-
tion is somewhat better, but only because the staff has to a considerable
extent been built up at the expense of the Mineral Resources Division which
is perhaps a reflection of the Government's current concern to give priority
to directly productive investment. Even in the Corporation, however, there
is a lack of experienced personnel to plan and supervise, and as a result
an obvious overextension of the few individuals available who can do so.
The use of recent graduate geologists and engineers as managers of sub-
sidiary companies, presumably because of a lack of experienced managerial
staff, aggravates the situation and usually bars these graduates from
acquiring more practical experience in their particular profession. A
Geology Department has recently been added to the University of Dar es Salaam,
but for the training of mining engineers and mineral dressing specialists
dependence on foreign universities will continue for the time being. Man-
power projections included in this Annex suggest that rapid development of
the mining sector will require an increased inflow of expatriate personnel
for years to come.
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14. The 1974-75 budget of the State Mining Corporation for mining
development totals about US$10 million which is a more than tenfold increase
over 1973-74. The Corporation is working on a large number of projects
simultaneously and one of the main concerns of the mission is t'nat financial
resources - like high level manpower - are spread too thinly to achieve rapid
progress. It would seem to be necessary to concentrate available resources
over a limited number of priority projects. The selection of priority
projects, however, is a difficult and time consuming process and the mission
does not pretend to have all the data required or the knowledge to express
definite opinions on project priorities. This Annex includes a survey of the
many small and few large mining projects that are being prepared or considered
and attempts to identify the various project issues so as to serve as a guide
for the selection of priorities.
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rUAPTER I - PRnqPFrTITNr ANT) PPT-POPTITN

A. Policy Issues

1. Apart f rom the gen.eral state .. mL.......ent Uembodied i .thLe £rusLa Dlec'LaratidLon

relating to State control of and participation in the exploitation of Tanzania's
m1neraL assets, the only pUbliLshed inform.ation reLatiLng to prospecting and
mining policy is that contained in Volume 1, General Analysis, of the Second
rive-Year Plan for Economic and Soc'al Development, July 1, 1969 - June 30,
1974. Emphasis was placed on the development of known mineral deposits, the
importance of an "aggressive policy oI geologicai survey and minerai ex-
ploration", and import substitution. To promote development, the formation
of a "special technical unit", which would have an advisory role, was pro-
posed. By 1969 the State was already participating in mineral production
on a substantial scale, and some emphasis was therefore placed on expanding
small-scale mining activities by supporting mining cooperatives, ujamaa
village groups and district authorities. The Mineral Resources Division
would supply advice and services, and run courses in prospecting. Amendment
of the legislation to bring the mining law into conformity with the concepts
of the Arusha Declaration was proposed.

2. The proposal to form a special technical unit was in effect im-
plemented by the establishment in 1973 of the State Mining Corporation.
Emphasis has certainly been placed on assessing the possibilities of
exploiting known deposits, particularly those which would lead to import
substitution, but this has absorbed available resources to the extent that
it has not been possible to pursue an aggressive prospecting policy simul-
taneously. None of the production targets set for 1973 in the Second Five-
Year Plan was met except those for gemstones and diamonds. Another plan
aim, namely to diversify mineral production was not achieved either.

3. As far as prospecting is concerned, the level of activity is low
and a more positive approach is required if it is to be significantly in-
creased. Large-scale grass-roots prospecting involves a very high level
of risk expenditure and it can be reasonably argued that a developing
country such as Tanzania with only limited capital resources available is
not justified in accepting this risk, even though the pdotential return
may appear to be attractive. Under such circumstances the best approach
would appear to be a compromise whereby the private sector bears the risk,
and Government retains the right to participate in any mining venture which
might result.

4. Such an approach is in fact being followed in a number of cases,
but if it is to be generalized and further develnnped it is ePqentiql that

the rights and obligations of both parties, i.e., the licence holder and
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Government, be clearly defined and spelled out in the relevant legislation.
The conditions attached to prospecting rights which any government can lay
down without inhibiting interest depend to a large extent on the already
proven mineral resources. In the case of Tanzania these are limited, partic-
ularly as far as base metals are concerned. Therefore the conditions cannot
be more restrictive than in the case of, for example, neighboring Zambia
and Zaire if Tanzania wishes to compete for risk capital available to the
international mining companies.

5. A second important consideration is that large-scale prospecting
programs require not only capital resources but also "know-how" and trained
manpower. In Tanzania the presenit shortage of trained manpower is certainly
a major constraint, and it is for this reason that Tanzania could not in
the short-term, and probably not for some years to come, adopt the approach
used in most countries with centrally planned economies whereby the State
assumes responsibility for all prospecting. The majority of such countries
have systematically built up immense resources of skilled manpower and adopted
a "saturation" rather than a "selected target" type of approach.

6. There is undoubtedly an awarenesss in Tanzania of the important
contribution that mining can make to economic development, but there appears
to be a reluctance to try and mobilize the financial and manpower resources
of the private sector, particularly the major international mining groups,
to accelerate development. To achieve greater private sector involvement,
a price has to be paid in the form of guarantees to the partner. The absence
of a clearly defined policy on this critical issue is probably the main
bottleneck inhibiting a greater involvement of the orivate sector in the
development of the mineral resources of Tanzania. This is understandable in
light of the renutation for exDloitation that Romp rompanies have acquired
but other developing countries have recognized that mutually acceptable
nartnership agreements can be negotiated and that the anti'vitipe of the

companies can be controlled.

7. Another possibility to accelerate prospecting could be to engage
the resoutrces of the recentlv etabl4shed United NationQ reuolving fund for

mineral exploration in developing countries, but the contribution that this
fund cou-.ld make to -n,y one country w_11 be -ited and the problems of
raising capital and "know-how" once the exploitation stage is reached will
cFsi 1 1 evx t. Morerovwr, thei artiial fitlinac of this new TTN facil14Ity ic yeVt to
be determined. '

8. With regard to exploration, i.e., the proving of known mineralization
as distinct fro...m primary prospecting, t.he r4sk factor 4i reAuce.4 andr 4t 4is
possible to argue that the State should be extensively involved either on its
own ac_oun.san or ir, pa rtnership with t'he private sector. Muchl- w.l' dependd on
financial and manpower constraints, and it is in any case essential that
indl"vidua'l cases be Judged on their ri-,erits. This would seem, t-o b-e a logical.A.L LU. V± U4. U j J UU U AJI L L LiL L L LLL.L~ U± LUU 1

field in which the State Mining Corporation should develop its expertise,
a.d this would in fact appear to be the present policy.
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9. In theory the Mineral Resources Division is responsible for all
primary prospecting on behalf or tne State, and the State Mining Corporation
takes over the obligation to prove and develop any mineralization discovered.
In practice, mainly because of the shortage of geologists, the Division is
able to do very little prospecting. If the policy outlined above is to be
followed, the role of the Division should be that of a conventional Geological
Survey providing the essential background information which gives a first
indication of the mineral potential of individual areas and eventually the
whole country. Without such information it is impossible to select areas
for prospecting on a priority basis according to the geological environments
represented and their mineral potential.

10. At present, emphasis in the government sector is on proving and
developing known mineralization to accelerate the contribution that mining
could make to easing the foreign exchange constraint and the development
of the economy generally. It is thus logical that such skilled manpower as
is available is largely concentrated in the State Mining Corporation.

11. In the recent past, extensive use has beer. made of multilateral
and bilateral aid., and also contract afreements wit'- such State enterprises
as Technoexport of the USSR, to accelerate the mapping and reconnaissance
prospecting being undertaken by the Mineral Resources Division in particular.
One shortcoming of this approach appears to be the lack of continuity and
follow through, i.e., neither funds nor manpower are necessarily available
tc develop and exploit any discovery which may result. On the other hand,
once a discovery has been made and if the government is interested in a
partnership arrangement for commercial exploitation of the deposit, the
government should be able to negotiate such an arrangement from a position
of greater strength than in the case where the partner had borne the original
prospecting risk.

12. Contract arrangements such as the agreement with Technoexport,
however, do involve government expenditure on primary prospecting which a
country like Tanzania should in principle try to avoid because of the high
risk factor. Organizations such as Technoexport offer the services of ex-
perienced well-qualified personnel at rates far lower than most alternative
sourhes- hut in tnking advantage of this anv contract shnuild h frampc1 to
also allow for the utilization of alternative sources of supply of equipment,
vehicrles;A upporting staff - etcr. part4cul2rly local sucirces

13. The basic mninincy legsaj1qtionn covering all m4naerals ot-her thain oil,

dates from 1929 - Chapter 123 of the Laws (Revised) - though it has been
-mended on varous occasions sinrc. All mineral z4ghts are vested ir the
President, and provision is made for the issue of simple Prospecting Rights
and Mi-ni- Claims by The C i,sior- of Geology- andA Mi ne- -- A uVC

Prospecting Licenses and Mining Leases by the responsible Minister. This
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legislation has many good reaLures: minerai rights are separate from and in
most cases take precedence over land rights; an applicant for an Exclusive
Prospecting Licence or a Mining Lease must be abie to prove tnat ne nas
adequate capital resources and annual minimum work obligations to ensure that
any area granted is prospected or mined. In practice an applicant for an
Exclusive Exploration Licence or Mining Lease submits his application through
the Controller of Mines of the Mineral Resources Division giving details of
planned expenditure, etc. If the Minister approves in principle, a formal
application is then submitted.

14. There are, however, other features which are likely to inhibit the
interest of the private sector. For example, an Exclusive Prospecting
Licence would normally only be granted for a maximum area of 8 square miles
though provision is made for Special Licences covering larger areas. There
is no indication in the Act that either license would in practice only be
granted on condition that Government retained the right to participate in
any mining venture which might result, and no indication as to whether or
not in such an event the State would pay any part of the prospecting costs
incurred. The holder of an Exclusive Prospecting Licence does not even have
a guarantee of first option to negotiate exploitation rights, as the Minister
may refuse to issue (or renew) a Mining Lease and the President may revoke
a Lease without the holder being able to appeal in either event. 1/

15. It is evident that there is a need to revise the legislation,
though this is probably only essential if Government does intend to try and
increase the level of activity of the private sector. The "rules of the game"
must be known and clearly spelled out in the Act. The need for revision is
recognized but no specific action has been taken so far. In preparation for
this exercise it might be useful for the Tanzanian authorities to consult the
revised legislation of such countries as Botswana and Zambia.

16. The mining, and in particular the marketing of gemstones (other
than diamonds) is controlled under separate legislation, the Gemstone Industry
(Development and Protection) Act. 1967, which is administered by the Director
of Gemstones. He monitors, and if necessary amends, all valuations of gem-
stones sold to local buyers and for export, and in effect controls prices as
far as the market will permit. He is also responsible for the issue of export
licences; dealers licences are issued by the Commissioner of Geology and Mines.

1/ In the relevant le2islation of neihboring Zambia. the rights of both
parties are assured as far as possible. The Minister may refuse to grant
a Prosnprting Licence without stating his grounds for doing so, but as
no expenditure has been incurred at that point, this is not unreasonable.
Once a Prospecting T.irpnre has been granted; however, the holder, Dro-
vided he discharges his obligations as laid down in the Act, must be
granted subsequent exploration and miTlina riahtQ if his nrnnosed nrogram

is acceptable. In the event of any differences of opinion regarding the
interpretation ofc the Act- in thi4s respect, or in the- c-ase onf anny mining
right being withdrawn, the holder has the right of appeal to an
.LnUdepenudent tribunal.
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17. Prospecting for and mining of diamonds are controlled under the
Diamond industrv Protection Ordinance, Chapter 129 of the Laws. The legislation
governing prospecting for and exploitation of petroleum and natural gas,
Chapter 399 of the Laws, was not reviewed by the mission. The regulations
made under this Act are currently being redrafted.

B. Current Activities

Government activities

18. Prospecting by the Mineral Resources Division is at a very low
level mainly because of the small number of geologists available. Present
activity is confined to some work on gold projects in association with the
State Mining Corporation and the drilling of nickel mineralization at
Kapalagulu in the west.

19. In the past extensive mapping and reconnaissance prospecting has
been carried out under multilateral and bilateral aid programs, and also
under contract. The largest contract was signed with Technoexport of the
USSR in 1969 for thie mapping of 16 quarter-degree sheets in the central and
western parts of the country and prospecting for gold and base metals in the
Mpanda area and gold in the Lupa area. Follow-up prospecting of the Lupa
and tMpanda goldfields is continuing. Similar projects with the emphasis
on mapping rather than prospecting have been undertaken by West Germany and
the Netherlands, apparently under aid rather than contract arrangements.
The Lake Victoria goldfields were prospected under a UNDP program between
1965 and 1968. The Kigugwe copper mineralization was prospected and drilled
by the Rumanian State mining group, Geomin, under contract.

20. Under the Technoexport contract little use could be made of available
local resources, particularly semi-skilled manpower while the training pro-
vided for counterpart staff was not fully effective because of the language
problem. In contrast to a mapping agreement with West Germany, no provision
was made for final drawing and printing of maps. As a result the drawing
office at Dodoma is completely overwhelmed with manuscript maps, which although
very well presented, have to be completely redrawn for publication. A further
bottleneck will be the printing, which can only be done by the Survey Department.

21. A team of Chinese geologists has completed a prospecting program
along the Tazara Railway line under a bilateral aid agreement with the Mineral
Resources Division as tne counterpart agency. No new mineral deposits were
discovered, but the Government's plan to develop an iron and steel industry
in the Chunya a-zea vcsu bly crigir^zted from this excr'rcc

22. The State Mining Corporation's exploration unit, based at the
offices of the Mineral Resources Division at Dodoma, is small; current acti-
vity includes prospecting for gold, cement materials, building minerals, gem-
stones and abrasive raw materials. Extensive use is made of the Division's
chemical and mineral dressing laboratory facilities.
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Private sector activities

23. Prospecting by the private sector, apart from prospecting by
individuals, is restricted to the activities of Williamson Diamonds Limited
and the Agip/Amoco combination.

24. Diamond prospecting in Tanzania since 1960 has been entirely
financed by interest-free loans - now totaling approximately Sh 49 million -
from the Willcroft Corporation, a Bermuda registered company. The prospect-
ing itself is undertaken by Williamson Diamonds Limited under the supervision
of the Mine Geologist. The agreement provides for repayment as a first call
on profits from any joint mining venture which may result. Thus only half
the loan would actually be repaid, as the company making the repayment would
itself be 50% owned by the Willcroft Corporation. The fact that this pro-
specting expenditure is apparently offset against the profits of Williamson
Diamonds Limited for tax purposes further complicates the issue. The loan
agreement is evidently flexible, as the small Kahama diamond mine, which had
only a six year life and closed down in 1971, would not have been a viable
project if it had been "loaded" with the repayment of all previous prospect-
ing expenditure, as the average grade was only 4.3 c.p.h.t. (carats per
hundred tons).

25. Almost all of Tanzania - excluding only obviously unfavorable areas -

has now been prospected for diamonds though no formal licence exists. After
reconnaissance sampling Williamsons have applied for Exclusive Prospecting
Licences over areas considered to be of interest on the basis of their
preliminary results, but they have no legal claim to title should an applica-
tion be refused. In spite of this informal arrangement, comprehensive
quarterly reports on all prospecting activity are submitted to the Mineral
Resources Division.

26. Both drainage and loam sampling techniques are used depending
mainly on the topography and drainage of an individual area. The average
sample interval is 1 km. The heavy mineral fractions of all samples are
forwarded to De Beers Prospecting (Zambia) Limited.

27. Of the 200 or so known kimberlites in Tanzania, 180 have been
discovered by Williamsons, including Kahama. Approximately one kimberlite
in 100 contains diamonds but not necessarily in economic quantities. Some
years ago the prospecting program reached a peak of activity and 50 geo-
logists together with 100 to 150 field officers were employed. The present
number of employees is 100 samplers and laborers, using a fleet of 13
Landrovers. 5 Bedford trucks and 4 tractors. Total expenditure in 1974 is
estimated at Sh 300,000/-. Williamson's diamond prospecting program for
the whole of Tanzania is scheduled to be completed by April 1975.

2R In view of the extent and density of the sampling undertaken by
Williamsons, it is doubtful whether further reconnaissance prospecting for
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diamonds could be justified, except possibly in restricted areas selected
on geological grounds after reviewing all results to date.

29. Willianson Diamords Limited also prospect on their own behalf
for minerals other than diamonds using geochemical techniques, and have
spent some Sh 3 M4114-,r on such projects in eh,e last, fe- years Th

samples are analyzed in the laboratories of Zamanglo Exploration Limited,
Lusaka, Zambia. An investigation of the large area underlain uy volcanics
centered on the southern end of the Gregory Rift in an attempt to locate
fluorspar deposits of the Kenya type proved unsuccessluL. (Drainage sarmples
were analyzed for fluorine.) Geochemical prospecting in Masailand has
located a coppeL daLUomaly which 'Ls currentL-y beig investigated.

30 . WiJlliasons have also unid2rtaken some prospecting and evaluation
on behalf of the State Mining Corporation, e.g., the underground exploration
of the Buck Reef gold deposit.

The search for oil and gas

31. Oil and gas exploration rights over a 5.7 million hectare onshore
and offshore coastal area of Tanzania - including Zanzibar - have been held
by Agip S.p.A., a wholly owned subsidiary of the Italian E.N.I. Group. This
concession was held by Shell/B.P. between 1951 and 1964 and a summary of the
geological results of their exploration, which included the drilling of
52 boreholes, is contained in Kent, Hunt and Johnstone (1971) and Aitken
(1961). It is understood that the results of this prospecting program were
reviewed by a team of geologists from the USSR in 1968. The cores and cuttings
are held by the Mineral Resources Division in Dodoma. In 1974 Amoco negotiated
a part share in the Agip concession. To date two wells of the minimum of
four stipulated in the concession agreement have been drilled. The second
well sited off Songo Songo Island northwest of Kilwa and completed in early
1974 struck natural gas in a Cretaceous horizon. The rig has since been
moved by Agip to the company's Madagascar concession, and no drilling is
currently being undertaken. (A contract for further drilling has recently
been negotiated by Agip with Kenting's of Canada.)

32. The Agip/Amoco agreement is based on the "Indonesian model", i.e.,
the risk involved in exploration is borne by the concessionaire, but notional
repayment may be recovered from production. Thus 35-40% of any production
goes to the company as "equity" or "cost" oil, and the balance or "profit"
oil is divided 60:40 between the Government and the company, respectively.
Presumably any gas production would be divided in the same proportions.

33. Agip completed a seismic survey of the concession area in 1972,
and are committed to arilling a minimum of two wells in 1974 and two in
1975. Although they had to relinquish a proportion of the area on September
1, 1974, this obviously comprised areas considered unfavorable from a
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structural point of view. e.g.. svnclines. If the Agip/Amoco erouo fail to
declare the gas strike a commercial find, the State owned Tanzanian Petroleum
Development Corp.- is likely to be interested in exnloiting the denosit on
behalf of the Government. In the event that Agip/Amaco relinquish exploit-
ation rights over the gas find, all costs and expenses to date would become
a first charge on profits after operating costs (including amortization)
have been rernvernL_

34. The Aiarnvery of t-hiB aas deonnit, whatever the resArves ultimately

prove to be, must enhance the chances of further discoveries. T.P.D.C. is
unl1 natora nf th 0 aAis.otar- of Ah114ron4 dr-illing t- an accelerated -ate-,

and will presumably do so within the limitations imposed by the terms of the
eu-4 at4- aonn4a TI.an._.. An4.-./Anmnnn A.-4114 n-~-nnnn.f i~nn

to obtain intersections in the Lower Tertiary, and in the Palaeocene in
paricla. . _lf. a- 41 _ n-. -.- A-.- -. cn,r 4.. a-he,4 SC-l-?lIBfl nwell a,_

t;E z*W -; . ^|C U;JX w w _ e-Sww sv wSs w J w -E-u u szsc E^s | [ .- .w_ w vls~~laz be t. w l t da.a, w - c_ ir U. O's~~,

Mafia Island, and Songo Songo Island well was sited as a follow-up to this.
OrL str---a1 featur-e ---to-- -futerA ar.y oth-. A4p4irs o

LJI=IL 0L.LUALULCJdLJ. LCGfLUJLC L.W UCLULICI Ca61A.LJLCU aLVZC 07LYL~ t.LOpF.LL~ VA.

the Nandawa-Mahokondo type, which was proved to be a piercement structure
as a resu±L ot a Shell/B±P. well drilleU in LLthLe core of the anticline,

particularly any such structure affecting younger sediments. The most
LmpouLtaL sLructures may, oWeVt:er, well -prove to bCe reef nd fault traps

of the types described in awrecent paper presented-by T.P.D.C. to the 1st
African Petroleum Conference held in Tripoli, Libya, irn February 1974.

35. It is understood that some interest has been expressed in deeper
water offshore concessions, a zone which is to date unexplored but which
advances in deep water drilling and recovery tecnnology have now made of
interest.1/

36. Agip would appear to be unenthusiastic about the chances of finding
oil, Amoco are undecided and T.P.D.C. - aithough for obvious reasons reluctant
to say so - are optimistic. To the south, the new Government of Mozambique
has very recently awarded new concessions to Hunt and Gulf Oil. The increas-
ing level of activity along the East African coast from Ethiopia to the
Republic of South Atrica is an indication that the companies still regard
this zone as having potential.

C. Information Flow and Review

37. It is stipulated in all prospecting licenses and agreements that
activities and results must be reported at quarterly intervals and a final
summary report submitted to the Mineral Resources Division or T.P.D.C. as

1/ A concession to explore five blocks of this zone has since been
signed with Oceanic Exploration and a seismic survey is being
undertaken.
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appre-riate. There is no provision for this in the Act, however. If the
present legislation is to be amended with regard to reporting procedures,
consideration should be given to including a provision that the Mineral
Resources Division be offered all core and samples, particularly geochemical
samples, before they are otherwise disposed of by a licence holder.

38. The present provisions may be adequate, but there seems no awareness
that in this particular respect the State Mining Corporation is just another
organization which should operate under the licensing system and be under
an obligation to report on its activities. Unfortunately, because of serious
staff constraints, it is doubtful whether the Mineral Resources Division
is able to monitor and critically review the activities of license holders,
few as they are.

39. All the relevant records are stored at Dodoma. In the case of
licenses which have expired, the period for which the reports remain
confidential is in some cases negotiable with the former licence holders.
This seems unnecessary, and consideration should be given to amending the
procedure so that reports, etc., can be made available for public inspection
once a license expires or is abandoned.
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rUADT'rD TT - MTTMrI

40. This chapter provides a brief description and comments on ongoing

mini.nrg operat'Lons L Tlanzan,La. I' survey ofj all produclng coLmpanies, thCeLr

location and the minerals they mine is provided below:

MINERAL LOCATION PRODUCING COMPfANTY

Cement raw materials Wazo Hill, near Tanzania Portland Cement Company
Dar es Salaam

Coal Iiima Colliery, Ilima Colliery Production Co-op.
SW of Mbeya

Diamonds Mwadui, SE of Williamson Diamonds Limited
Mwanza, New Alamasi New Alamasi (1963) Ltd.

Colored gemstones Various small mines Tanzania Gemstones Industries Ltd,
mainly centered on and various individuals and
Arusha cooperatives.

Gold and silver Mainly Lupa and Individual claim holders and
Mpanda fields co-ops.

Gypsum Mainly from Mkomazi,Individual claim holders and
W of Tanga co-ops.

Kaolin and glass sand Pugu Hills, near Kioo Ltd.
Dar es Salaam

Lime Arusha, Tanga, Various small companies and
Kigoma and Kasulu individuals.

Magnesite Chambogo Tanganyika Magnesite Mines, Ltd.

Meerschaum Singa Tanganyika Meerschaum Corp., Ltd.

Mica Morogoro New Africa Mica Mining Co. and
Uluguru Mica 'Mining Co-op.

Salt Uvinza; various Nyanza Salt Mines; various
coastal salt private companies.
works - Bagamoyo,
Tanga, Dar es Salaam
and Mtwara

Tin and wolfram Karagwe Claim holders and cooperatives.
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41. A survey of mineral production and export (from 1970-73) in terms
of both volume and value is presented in Table 1.

A. Diamonds

42. Williamson Diamonds Limited. who operate the Mwadui mine, has been
jointly owned by the Government of Tanzania and the Willcroft Corporation
of Bermuda - a whollv owned subsidiarv of De Beers - since 1958. i.e..
prior to independence. The company has been wholly self-managed since April
1973. Consulting serviceps ar undertaken by the Anglo Ameriran group on

an as-and-when required basis. The adjacent New Alamasi mine is operated
by a subsidiary company, New Alam1ni (1973) Limited.o

43R The near-circuart Mwa nid -ne wh;ich wasc dicovered 4n 1Q940 on

which has been worked continuously since (Table 2) is some 1,500 m in
disameter and is the largest k-n,um diamondiferous kidmerlite pipe, The mine
lies on the Tabora-Mwanza Road, and a rail spur links the mine township,
which haS a total popultion- of 10,000, w-th the Wanza-Lar es Salaa.. nRailway

The bulk of the diamonds, 45% of which are the gemstone quality, are contained
with.1*Ain patchy superficlal gravelOs whlich bJoth 1-1 rim and overlie Lthe pipe. Tlhe

pipe itself contains kimberlitic sediments - which on palynological evidence
Ihlave bUeen dated a-.t 1 mi.L-Li yeaLr - bULt on.Ly L1th eJLLUIIIL LL UtnUZI iLe Lilth

west side are of economic grade. The pipe has been explored with a shaft
to 3JV ril and cross-cuts at 27, 6 aan0du 90 m. Volcani,c kim,berlite was en-
countered at 360 m. The grade decreases markedly with depth both in terms
of. the uitW'uUer ofL carats per LhlIundUredu tons ( iC.p.h.t.) anid the value per carat.
No mining is planned below 90 m. The reserve blocks measure 60 x 60 m and
each has been valued by bulk sam-UIpling and assessQmet of the actual diamIonIls
recovered.

44. New Alamasi comprises only scattered gravels adjacent to the east
of the Mwadui pipe; the average mill-head grade is only 6 c.p.h.t. Tne
production in 1973 was 37,643.15 carats compared with Mwadui's production
of 463,864.30 carats, the value per carat being approximately the same.

45. Mining at Wadui is undertaken with three small draglines, purchased
in the early days of the mine when only the superficial gravels were being
worked, from a large shallow (33 m) open pit. The ore is transported in
35-ton dump trucks. Ore production is 300,000 tons/month and the average
yield 33,000 carats/month. Both the nmine and the plant operate 24 hour days,
six days a week. Serious operational problems are caused by the erratic
supply of explosives and spares. All imported spares valued at more than
10,000/- have to be pre-inspected under the Exchange Control Regulations,
but in an emergency permission can be obtained to air freight spares without
pre-inspection.
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46. The pit will have a maximum depth of 90 m. The nresent nrimarv
crusher in the pit will have to be moved and, if the proposed slope of 41°
proves to be unstable, the other primary crusher on the edge of the nit will
also have to be re-sited. In view of the very friable nature of the finer
grained kimberlitic sediments which will form the wall nf the p4t at this
point, this seems to be a likely possibility which will have a major effect
on the mining proaram hepratise rruhinp raparity isc at nracpnt thD main con-
straint on mill throughout.

47. The mill feed is the -150 cm (6 in.) output of the two primary
crushers, whi4ch 4s carubehhP an screanad Mt mm (1-1/2 in.). The over-
size is crushed and together with the undersize is then washed on 6 mm (1/4 in.)
screens, The +6 mm fraction is fed to heavy media separating cones. The
float is screened at 20 mm (3/4 in.) and the coarse fraction crushed and
recycled; the ur.dersize 4a tail44.gs. The hea fraction 4s treated 4in a

- …-,s -. lin . ..h. I.- yvJ *.LLJ* O ~ *l 

ball mill and screened, the coarser fraction being fed to X-ray separators
arz- the fine ftraction to grease belts. Tr1he -6 mm fra.tior. ls passed%A U hLrLougUL

cyclones and the clay fraction discarded. The sand fraction is treated in
h4ear;q media separation cyclor.es, zr.d the concer.trates fed to ~the f'nal ball44~a Oa..Ja a~L.sA ,~y%...~aaa ~ &.~ . &LA L~L~.~ L .a &~ LA. L. ~L.L L A. JLI.L U~L ..1

mill, grease belts and X-ray separator circuit. The heavy media consumption
is 35=40 tons/month of ferro=silicon and 35-40 tons/month of magnetite.

48. The mill currently pJLC*a=s some 12 ,00w- tons/day of gravel and
kimberlitic sediment which have to be blended in more or less constant
proport LOnS to avoLd overloading the plant with fines. Recovery is very
high; the tailings, which are constantly inspected, being virtually barren
and containing only a small number of very smai diamonds.

49. Also available is a pilot plant capable of treating 5u tons/nour
which is used primarily for bulk samples for ore reserve evaluation. For
the superficial gravels, 200 ton samples are used; for the less variable
kimberlitic sediments 50 to 100 tons are adequate.

50. Power is provided by a 12 MW fuel oil station maintained by the
mine. Power is also "exported" to the nearby town of Shinyanga.

51. The recently introduced 16 year mining plan, which was approved
by the Board in April 1974 and is subject to annual review, involves mining
and milling at a consistent rate of 3.6 m tons/year and monthly adjustment
of the grade to ensure that the mine "breaks even" after royalty (15%) and
levy (5%) have been paid. A similar plan is in operation at the adjacent
New Alamasi mine. Previously, the mining plan allowed for a six or seven
year remaining life. The new plan conceived after the steep diamond price
increases of 1972 and 1973, is designed to maximize the life of the mine
township of 10,000 which would otherwise rapidly become a ghost town. Thus
the mine currently operates on a no profit/no loss basis using all 2,000
employees and existing techniques and equipment. Each month's production
is valued by the Mine Geologist and the blocks for the following month
selected to conform to milling constraints, i.e., the proportion of fines,
and the limitations of tonnage and value inherent in this program.
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Table 2 UhXT
T a b 1 e~~~~~~~~ Amra T J

MWADUL PY-RDUCUTION SLNCE DIlSCOVERY

TO-NNAGE METRILC CARATS C.P.H.T. GFOSS REVENUE
YEAR NMDED" _ (T. SHILLINGS)

1940 13,349 4,565.75 34.20
194. 64,848 29,831.50 46.(J0
1942 57,972 34,351.00 59.25
1943 92,376 44,766.85 48.46
1944 102,435 63,907.80 62.39
1945 128,400 100,350.6o 78.15
1946 149,400 111,311.58 74.50
1947 79,785 78,552.86 98.46
1948 163,787 119,635.96 73.04
1949 433,514 177,393.90 40.92
1950 364,993 153,672.19 42.10
1951 293,680 99,887.08 34.01
1952 419,482 129,252.19 30.81
1953 235,899 158,738.59 67.29
1954 294,777 314.,663.31 106.75
1955 334,978 313,381.69 93.52
1956 1,097,108 347,097.80 31.64
1957 1,314,778 371,870.52 28.28
1958 2,161,406 506,885.09 23.45
1959 2,236,192 624,291.20 27.92
1960 2,389,982 525,780.01 22.00 89,636,360/=
1961 2,788,496 667,619.03 24.38 105,186,240/=
1962 2,797,057 636,855.88 22.77 105,91,600/=
1963 2,781,947 571,632.01 20.55 95,596,180/=
1964 2,868,530 633,759.41 22.09 141,424,860/=
1965 2,919,255 742,042.91 25.42 132,461,620/=
1966 3,285,038 924,984.08 28.16 115,463,800/=
1967 3,298,384 883,896.96 26.80 272,212,560/=
1968 3,256,024 655,940.20 20.15 135,479,601/=
1969 3,397,518 732,187.43 21.55 141,099,632/=
1970 3,268,006 657,208.02 20.11 111,005,656/=
1971 3,511,164 791,410.24 22.45 125,257,362/=
1972 3,606,852 595,449.16 16.53 114,175,382/=
1973 3,600,061 463,864,30 12.88 154,271,739/=

accumilated totals 53,807,472 13,267,037.10* 24.65 1,839,186,592/=

*Eqaivalent to 2,65 Metric Tons

Source: Williamson Diamonds Limited
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52. This mining plan involves mining and milling of some 700,000 tons/
year of very low-grade ground from outside the declared reserves which is
"sweetened" with the high-grade gravels. The mill feed is not diluted with
ore below cut-off grades, however, as this would inevitably involve a
straight financial loss. Because the remaining tonnage of gravel is small
and mining the kimberlitic sediments to 90 m will result in an overall lower-
ing of the grade, the plan can only be maintained if the royalty and levy are
reduced. The timing of this change will depend largelv on future diamond
prices. Present estimates are that it will be possible to maintain an output
of some 400,000 carats/vear for 12 vears And thereafter nrodnriron will ffll
to 350,000 carats/year.

53. Finally, the plan provides for the retreatment of almost all the
older dumnR- most of whirh carrv si4gnnifiant grades of reovurahle diAmonds,
though the larger, better quality stones were of course recovered previously.
'hC^C dtnmnc AP -i tidlrIP-In tbP nr- r-~~~ps --- r

54. ISe r4- tJ at thp mi4e has always been a problem and reached an

absolute nadir some 18 months ago when it was estimated that possibly as
much as the equivalent of 40% of the value of production was being lost.
Some improvement has taken place since, but the provisions are still not

55. It is ev4 enttha Tr.z.-ia Could Aeprrl I-r -signifi.ant

additional foreign exchange within a matter of months by amending the present
nin* p~lan~ --.d hLigh=grading t.he remainir,g alluvial gravels. TLhLIs. WoU±U oJL

course shorten the life of the mine, though the extent would depend on future
di amo,-,d prices. U.-,=er the present circumstances, any profit generated as aUJ.L &JLU LI~ U LIL± 4.&L~kI ~LL L..L LUU~L1~ Fii LUL L. 1-LL~L U 4 

result of a revised mining program would, if paid out as dividends, have to
U_e.LA.UMU di' LWdeLI LLIb the Sa LLLA.LLe 'ni .LVJLUL.Lror ULIto U Lllth W.L±±LLULL CoVLrpoatLion

as joint owners. The State would, however, also receive additional return in
the form of increasea royalty and levy.

56. Under the current five year Diamond Sales Agreement with the Diamond
Corporation of London, which expires in November 1975, the diamonds are sold
through the Tanzania Government Diamond Sorting Organization, which was
established in 1966 and is based in London. This Agreement was re-evaluated
by the Government in 1973, and the decision made to continue. It is important
to bear in mind that Tanzania now produces only some 0.2% of the world's
diamonds, compared with 1.0% in 1950, and that the Diamond Corporation pro-
vides guaranteed sales. Any alternative would almost certainly mean a major
fall-off in sales when market demand was low, as for example, at present
when dealers are reducing stocks because of high interest rates.

57. Tanzania Diamond Cutting Co. of Iringa - Tancut - purchases its
requirements from London, including gems from other producers. Payment for
stones from Tanzania is made to Williamsons at market rates. (Tancut absorbs
less than 10% of Mwadui's production.) Tancut is basically a partnership
between the Tanzania Government and a foreign national, and is concerned only
with faceting and polishing diamonds. The initial sawing is done in Antwerp,
and the faceting in the company's workshops at Iringa. The operation has not
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been particularly successful, but has shown improvement recently and made a
Sh 3 million profit in 1973. No dividend could be paid, however, because of
accumulated deficits.

B. Gemstones (other than diamonds)

58. Tanzania Gemstone Industries Ltd, based in Moshi and now a wholly
owned subsidiary company of the State Mining Corporation and formerly of
the National Development Corporation, was formed in 1971 to take over the
privately owned Melelani, Umba and Longido mines. Melelani is the main
producer of tanzanite, and comprises a group of small workings scattered
over some 10 km2 in the Arusha district. Umba, northwest of Tanga, produces
ruby, sapphire and garnet. The Longido Mine, north of Arusha and formerly
owned by a subsidiary company of the Continental Ore Corporation, is the
main producer of ruby and is also the source of anyolite - "Tanzania artstone" -

an unusual and attractive rock comprising well formed crystals of pink
corundum. set in a bright green matrix of zoisite and amnhibole. In addition-
some tourmaline, ruby, emerald, grossularite and amethyst are produced by
individual small workers who must sell their oroducts to Tanzania Gemstone
Industries, who cob and hammer the material if necessary, before reselling.

59. All these mining operations are on a very small scale and at the
time of the tnkeover were left with very little, mAinlv old enuipment. They

have been plagued with all the difficulties inherent in attempting to manage
small srattered operationns by a onventional minina organnzation, whirh anart

from any other consideration, has inevitably increased overhead costs. Fur-
ther prohlems arice from the dtff4i,ltHei of maintaining sepurityv under such

conditions, particularly as the strict foreign exchange regulations ensure
the ni-istence of a flourishing black market. As aresult, official production
has declined, particularly in 1974.

60. The reserves and grade of the deposits, which comprise only small
pockets of rineralizati on, are diff4-ut1 to- Antnra.in and largely unlknon.

Detailed prospecting not only of the deposits being exploited but of the
many othAer occurrences h 4ich are bno, particularly i4n Masailand, 4s obiousl

necessary to determine the potential for increasing production, but it must
lbOe recognr.ized thLat thLV&e evaluation of such. ml.neral.izat.i4on 4s A4ifficult and

sometimes virtually impossible. The biggest demand is undoubtedly for tanzanite,
of which Tan.zaia 'Ls th&Le on Ly prodAucer. TheM c.A0nstraL.Aints are n.ot only lack of
trained manpower, but also lack of financing to purchase even basic items of
eqUijplellL sUch1 as tracLtor anlU pur dllUnLu tU prov Ue accoUUUnUdao on sUllU ite,

as the company at best does no more than "break even".

61. Some polishing and faceting is done locally by privately owned
companies based in Arusha and Dar es Salaam, Dut the bulk of the production
is exported in rough form. Exports of tanzanite are sold exclusively to
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Trans A,rica Gemstones of the Federal Republic of Germany. The local manu-
f--trers- o c oon on!yr buyl frrom Tnn7:n;: inr-mc!t-- T- -t--4ric ot -st-cc ontrolled

,,r,~r h1~7 rrbn T~n~,iaemsionIndus-res at - --- -- ~ '

by the Director of Gemstones - which are usually set above export prices -
and -ust submit returns to the Direct-nor regrd-ng- --urcs-e cutting losses

and sales. Consideration is being given to provision which will enforce
locall retai.la. outlets tAJo sellO & only for foreign exchl.ange.

C. Cement

62. ~~Tanzania PDortland rement ro. (T.P.C.C. is currently the sole pro=
LiA. ~ AI~L A. JLL. - ~- \I . .'* A. . A- '-./ .O LA- I L IC L4 A. U-

ducer of cement in Tanzania. The plant is located at Wazo Hill, 30 km by
roadu north' of D-ar es Salaam. Thle present capac-ity Is of the orler ofroau IlLiA. LII Li LJ~L ~ ALLC jA C IL. L .~L L .£~SL L1I uLUJ L.i

350,000 tons/year. The cement is produced to British Standard Specification
and th'le kdLlns - one 1-7u4mibUoldt adiL I one F.T C ALII - are Lil fired. A

to expand the capacity of the Wazo Hill plant to 600,000 t.p.a. is on order.
.L 'Ls estLiu-LateLU thLat current L demand exceedUs loca L. supply by FrLIaps F IILUa.L.

as 250,000 t.p.a.

63. Tanzania Portland Cement Co. has been a wholly owned subsidiary of
the State Mining Corporation since 1973. Previously it was a subsldiary of
N.D.C. in which 25% of the shares were held by Associated Portland Cement Co.

and 25% by Cementia A/S of Switzerland. First production was iLn 1966. Between

1969 and 1971 the plant produced at full capacity - 170,000 tons/year -

supplying some 50% of the market. In 1971 the capacity was increased to
350,000 tons/year. 1972 production was 237,000 tons and the figure for 1973

was approximately 350,000 tons.

64. The basic raw materials are quarried approximately a kilometer
north of the plant. The quarry comprises a single 10 m bench and produces
some 2,000 tons/day, utilizing two tracked shovels, and four 15-ton and two
25-ton dump trucks feeding impact crushers. The shovels have been in use
since quarrying began. Lack of spares is the main mining problem. Mining
costs are very low. The royalty paid is Sh 1/25 per ton.

65. The limestone is a brecciated Pleistocene reef deposit, which has
a very low magnesia content. The overburden, a red lateric soil with fine
sand, kaolin and limonite as the main constitutents, is quarried with the
limestone in approximately the proportions required for cement making. The
upper surface of the limestone is irregular, but the contact with the base

of the soil profile is very sharp. The bed of limestone being quarried is
horizontal and more than 6 m thick. This deposit w-s proved by the Mineral

Resources Division, who outlined 20 m tons of suitable limestone. However,
the company is now respjonsiLle Lo; all its own prospecting, employing a

geologist and operating its own drills. The prospecting now in hand is
expected to prove additional reserves of more than 20 m tons.
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66. Gypsum is purch-ased -frnom smal ncoperatives and indiAiduaiil r.iners,

mainly in the Mkomazi area, who are responsible for delivering their product
to Wazo Y.ill. Transport -roblenLa - both road and rail - havre affected the

regularity of deliveries, but these now appear to have been largely overcome.

or minus Sh 1/- for every percent below or above. (The minimum acceptable
4 n AR¢ Pc ,)u A T -1- f4 _ __ -4 -s , , ll 1 4 11

U^ UJIG ;C&Dw
4

* ̂. * ... U I....A .L ..I . L 6 O . aI, Wt,... * ..L

case of gypsum delivered by road is Sh 80/- per ton. As the distance in-
VLI.L~U .L ~UUL 4VIJ NVLL, .1 Is J..arLACA U4. YMUL klL .O ~LLL, L. I 1L LL .LLL A.~L -eL transdIvolved is som.e 40 tLs i adysrrsn J.a ancinrease in thetrns

port rate has been requested.

67. The present cost of ex-factory bulk cement is Sh 140/- per ton, to
which musL be added 25/- sales tax and± a bagging cost of LI 'hJ/- per ton,
i.e., a total of Sh 210/- per ton. The controlled selling price - since
the last increase in May 1974 - of ex-factory bagged cement is Sh 238/- per
ton. The retailer's price in Dar es Salaam is Sh 14/- per 50 kg bag. Company
tax (457-) is payable on profits, and given the small margin of selling price
over total factory costs the opportunity to build up equity within the
company for the financing of expansion is very limited.

68. Marketing is the responsibility of the company, who distribute
through the Regional Trading Corporations. Transport costs are added and
there is therefore no national uniformity of retail price as for certain
other key construction inputs. The price of a bag of cement in Bukoba,

for example is almost three times as high as in Dar es Salaam which appears
to be contrary to the Government's policy of aiming at nation-wide price
unitormity for essential goods. Bags have been in short supply and a shortage
of railway wagons is currently resulting in delays in supplying up-country
requirements. Shortages ot cement are pervasive in many parts of cne country
and these shortages act as a cost raising factor in nearly all construction

projects involving the use of cement.

69. It is estimated that in order to "equalize" the price of cement,
it will be necessary to increase the ex-works' price by some 25% and to use
the extra revenue to finance a transport cost-equalization fund.

70. Because of a significant shortfall in production compared with
current demand, the distribution of cement is rationed on a regional basis
by the Ministry of Commerce and Industry. Total consumption in 1972 was

459,000 tons, but this figure was distorted by the exceptlonal demands
created by the Kidatu Hydroelectric Project and ti-he Tazara Railway. "Normal'
trend consumption is estimated to have been 267,000 tons in that year.
Estimates of future demand growth vary within very wide margins. Such

estimates are particularly difficult to make in view of tie current short-
ages, the precise magnitude of which is not known because of restraints on

imports and controls on ex-factory prices. Until recently cement used to

be sold ex-factory on a first-come-first-served basis but the sale is now

strictly rationed in accordance with Government building priorities.
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71. The rate at which demand for cement will grow will be strongly
infl:uenced1 by the rale a' which 4 th- 1e G-overnrn,ent 's planning to) build tiheL. %A~L~ LJy 6Li J. L . Wll ~L L 3IJV~ ~L.L I .L) LdE[LL[L, U LUiU L

proposed new capital in Dodoma. Cement expansion plans include the ex-
paso of-a th e W azo nil - ln -'-to 600,000 t . p.-a. capacity and- - w new

factories of 250,000 t.p.a. and 200,000 t.p.a. capacity to be sited in Tanga
nd i4ueya respectLively. The Wazo HnJll expansion project is bilaterally as-

sisted by Denmark and the proposed Mbeya plant by the USSR. The financing of
the proposeud Tanga plant is still uncertain. After completion of the current
expansion plans by 1979 or 1980, Tanzania will have an annual production
capacity of 1,000,000 tons which in aii probability wii mean that the country
will have a sizable exportable surplus. If the assumed "normal" trend con-
sumption of 267,000 tons in 1972 grows at 8% annually (which seems to have
been the historical growth pattern during the sixties), projected domestic
consumption in 1980 would be only about 500,000 tons or half the projected
production capacity. The mission has not been able to assess export possi-
bilities in neighboring countries.

D. Salt

72. In the past the Uvinza salt works have accounted for almost two-
thirds of Tanzania's production of coarse (unrefined) salt (40,000 t.p.a.),
the balance being produced from solar pans at Tanga, Bagamoyo, Dar es Salaam,
Lindi and Mtwara. The State Mining Corporation has a majority interest in
Nyanza Salt Mines Ltd, who exploit from wells and boreholes the mineralized
springs at Uvinza. All the coastal salt works are privately owned. Some
30% of the total production of coarse salt has been exported to neighboring
countries, but there is a significant import of refined salt.

73. A project to increase production at Uvinza by 60,000 t.p.a. is
under implementation. This involves supplementing the original wood-fired
boilers by a solar system. The project is some two years behind schedule and
salt production has fallen significantly in 1974.

E. Gold

74. The current production of gold is insignificant. Plans for expansion
are described in Chapter V.

F. Coal

75,- The nresent produiction of coal (around 20oon t.n.a.) is from the
Ilima Colliery in the Songwe-Kiwiri coalfield, south of Mbeya. The mine
is operated by a coonperntive, and the cnal is used lnroplv by the local tea
estates.
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G. Tin and Wolfram

76. Production of tin concentrates has been insignificant since the
closure of the Kyerwa Mine in 1971. Present production of cassiterite and
wolfram is by cooperatives and individuals in the Karagwe area. The volume
of production is small but is not precisely known because of unofficial border
trading in concentrates in the production area.

H. Mica

77. The production of mica by small workers and cooperatives in the
Uluguru Mountains area has fluctuated widely, but also shows a marked overall
downward trend. Pegmatites are notoriously difficult ore bodies to valuate.
particularly for mica, and the potential is therefore largely unknown.

I. Kaolin and Glass Sand

78. Present production of kaolin and glass sand is from a friable
kaolinitir sandstnne outcronning in the Pugu Hills. 25 km southwest of Dar
es Salaam. The company, Kioo Ltd., is privately owned and a member of the
MALdhuani group. Produrtion has hben erratir! in 1Q72 consumption of sand
by the Kioo works for the manufacture of glass holloware was 7,236 tons,
but the total tonnage nf sand nrnduepd arcording to the mineral production

statistics was some 50% more. Production of kaolin, main.y for use as a
filler, was 87 tons in 1973. The rennrted cancrtyv nf the plant iq 600 tons
of sand and 200 tons of kaolin per month.

79. The present mine consists of two adits into the side of the hill
measuring some 2 x 3 m anrd na apparently haphaardrI ris of tuinnels at right
angles. There are also a number of similar abandoned adits in the area.
T^here iS no attempt at systematic room and pillar mining- which would con-
siderably reduce the distance the ore has to be transported and improve the

.. ,-...44 1 _ .4__ ng recv- T'-h... 4.-ff 'I nl 1 Fhi n,o Arp A frn,
vczLLJ..A.LAL CU LUAs.a 6A. -, > -- - -*_ % f , _- 

development, and is mined by pick and shovel and transported in wheelbarrows.
"Mt the nLearbuy p'lant- -the sanAstone is passed tbrough rolls, n ^a coare sreeA ~~~~~~~~~ 1 ...rn- L,. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 4., ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ ,-r.l la ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ pf1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~raD ~% ud .. h 1 s

and a hydro-cyclone. The +200 mesh sand is finally cleaned on a shaking
table and the coarsest fraction, together with the heav minerals disca:ded.
The water containing the -200 mesh fraction in suspension is led through
settling tanks and the clay is finally separated in a filter press and dried.
The kaolin produced is off-white in color and has a comparatively high
plasticity, but this latter property depends at least in part on the grain
size, which could be adjusted.
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J. Gypsum

80. Gypsum is produced by small workers and cooperatives from the
M4komazi area near Tanga for use in the Wazo Hill cement plant. This lake
bed deposit has been worked sporadically since 1952. In 1965 the total
reserves were estimated as 829,000 tons, comprising 459,000 tons of the
best grade of massive nodular gypsum (78-85% CaSO4.2H20), 195,000 tons of
near-surface powdered gypsum, much of which had already been lost during
exploitation, and 175,000 tons of low-grade flake gypsum. The small Itigi
Lake bed deposit near Dodoma which has also been worked to supply Wazo
hill, comprises 15,000 tons of 70 to 75% CaSO4.2H20, including 2,000 tons
of +80%.

K. Magnesite

81. All the magnesite produced is from the Chambogo mine in the Pangani
Valley, 17 km from the Arusha-Tanga road and railway, which has been owned
and operated by Tanganyika Magnesite iEnes Ltd. since 1973. The magnesite
is marketed in the calcined form. The magnesite occurs as stockworks of
veinlets in an altered serpentine, caDDing and rimminQ a central zone of
massive serpentine. The proved and probable reserves have been estimated
as almost 2 m tnns averaging some 20% magnesite; but the drilling resilltA

on which this estimate is partly based are suspect as the core recovery was

L. Operating Efficiency of Existing Mines

82. P-rco mnrit dnio operatinnse sc arntterped ovxer t-he whnle of Tan7znia

and the mission has not been able to gain more than a fairly general impres-
slon of the operating efficiency of some of them.. Th.e only large m.ine in
the country is the Mwadui diamond mine. Given the mining plan as explained
ir h1, r4ring operations per ce anA rnyppr to hp efflirint

Security, however, which is the responsibility of the Tanzania police, is
a-- -mo roblem,. The l!azo Hill lim.estone mining operation isc efficient,bu

there are production and distribution problems. The Pugu Hill glass sand and
Lai 4 mi nng Oe atin Ane D-r Ar s 1 Sal-a 4 v erl ineff rif iint * there annears

to be no mining plan at all.

83. The small-scale mining operations managed by the State Mining
sonporation atl have bause ofca'fall-oPrfduction tf qlty aones hqa ftien
significantly, partly because of a fall-off in thie quality and quantity of
reserves ofL geri-istone ruby, and partly beocause of th1,e technical an --ngemen.t
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diffilculties inherent in mining a number of small, scattered orebodies.
Security is a particular problem. The expansion program of Nyanza Salt
Mines has fallen behind schedule due to delays in commissioning the new
plant and production has dropped significantly (20,000 tons in 1973 compared
with a target of 60,000 tons). Tanzania Meerschaum has cut production to
virtually nil because of flooding of the workings.

84. Small-scale mines have been defined as operations on a scale which
is inadequate to support a management as a distinct entity, or conversely,
operations where the management is directly involved in production. Such
operations are almost invariably marginal, and simply cannot survive with
more than a minimum of overhead costs. The system, of which Tanzania Gemstone
Industries provides the best example, whereby such operations are grouped
under an operating company which is in turn a subsidiary of a parent holding
company would seem to ensure that overheads are maximized rather than
minimized. Moreover, both the operating company and the holding company
will tend to use conventional methods of operation which are not necessarily
relevant in the circumstances. Thus it would appear that for truly small-
scale mining activities, the present parastatal institutional framework is
top heavy and too rigid.
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CHAPTER III - MINING TAXATION, ACCOUNTING METHODS AND CUT-OFF GRADES

85. A mining enterprise in Tanzania may be subject to four basic forms
of taxation, a royalty calculated at a fixed rate per ton mined or a Der-
centage of the net value (gross value less costs of transport to customer
and insurance) in accordance with the table below, a sales tax or levy which
varies according to the mineral mined (e.g., M4wadui diamonds: 15%, cement:
Sh 25/- per ton; precious stones other than diamonds: 24%), comnany tax
at a rate of 45% of profits and finally a withholding tax on expatriated
dividends. The combination of these various taxes nlaces a fairly heavy
tax burden on the mining industry in Tanzania. Depending on the circumstances
snecial concessions may have to be negotiated in the event that the Gnvern-
ment should wish to attract private foreign capital to assist in the develop-
ment of the country's mineral resources. The nrinninle nf negntiarihility

does already appear to have been established with regard to the mineral
royAlty rate navahle hv different rnmnnnieP pxtrat~ing the me mninral.

86. Although nny royalty system not related to profits has the fun,damMental
disadvantage of increasing the economic cut-off grade, thus resulting in the
PyflusiAn of csme minneralization from m4inerable reserves, in Tanzania royalty

rates are in general so low that this is probably not an important factor,
exce-t in the ca s 4of di-aonds and some peou 4 and er -^ e-- .- , .- -"v=-
Some mineralized ground is undoubtedly being left unmined at Mwadui, but the
tonnages ir.volved do noA t appear to be substantive, and in any event, because
of the large shallow form of the pit, most of this is not irretrievably "lost".
Mw-reover, b-l'ocks,Q of low=grade groun away fro., the open pit can be= nhv*~LL ~J VI. LJA~L.Na~J. .LJW .LWLA%U aWCXy J.LM ~LLL 6LLI_ VP L j9L. L LaLL U_ ZLLU Lcive~

been - transferred to New Alamasi, which pays a lower royalty rate (7-1/2%)
1~~. '~~L ~ - ~ 7 &- 2 LLJ1and no 'le-vy. ..e cut-off grade a IwaUui Ls probably 9 c.p.h.t., 

average mill head grade at New Alamasi is 6 c.p.h.t. which means that the
cut-ofL graue in that iiine 's probably around 3 or '4 c.p.h-t.

87. Perhaps a more important factor raising tne cut-off grade at Mwadui
mine is the company's system of accounting. All capital expenditure, whether
for additional equipment, replacement equipment, mine development or repairs,
have traditionally been written off in the same year. By conventional business
standards Williamson Diamonds Limited is heavily over-capitalized. The company
has no long-term debts and most of its assets have been fully depreciated.
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Table 3

Mineral Royalties
(in force October 1974)

Metal or Mineral Rate of Royalty

(a) Diamonds 15% of net value*

(b) Precious stones other than diamonds 15% of net value

(c) (i) gold and silver 1-1/2% of net value
(ii) precious metals other than

gold and silver 5% of net value

(d) Base metals 5% of net value

(e) Mica 5% of net value

(f) Coal Sh 0/30 per ton raised

(g) Sand or clay (not including kaolin
Or chir.a cla-) ShL vf/50 per 100U cubuic 1'eet

(h) Gravel or stone other than limestone
used in the manufacture of lime Sh 1/- per 100 cubic feet broken

(i) Lime Sh 4/- per ton

(;) Salt Sh 6/- per ton

(k) Non-precious minerals including guano,
other than those in respect of which a
specified royalty is or may be
prescrlbed and those taken in
accordance with the provisions of
section 7 of the Ordinance 5% of net value

(1) Gypsum Sh 2/- per ton

(mn) Magnesite Sh 3/- per ton

(n) Garnet, tourinaaline, amethyst, gem
corundum, chrysoprase, zircon,
chalcedony, moonstone, peridot
and gemstone normally used in the
production of jewelry not else-
where specified 15% of net value

* New Alamasi pays a lower royalty rate of 7-1/2%.
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C1THX4TER IV - IST IT Yu'LLnUTNS

88. All important institutions involved in mining and prospecting
are under the control of the Ministry of Commerce and Industries.

Ministry of Commerce and Industries

_ _ _ _ _ I_ -… _ _ - - I

State Mining Commissioner of Tanzania (Sido)
Corpo ation Geology & Mines Petroleum

Development
Company

Divisions

a. Development
(incl. ex-
ploration) Director Mineral

b. Operations of Gemstones Resources
c. Finance, Division

Personnel &
Administration

89. The Board of Directors of the State Mining Corporation includes
the Minister as Chairman, the Principal Secretary, the Commissioner of Mines,
and a representative of the Bureau of Resources Assessment and Land Use
Planning. The General Manager is normally in attendance at Board Meetings.
The majority of the Directors of the subsidiary companies are State Mining
Corporation nominees and include the General Manager. The subsidiary companies
of the State Mining Corporation and the Corporation's share in their equity
are:

Tanzania Portland Cement Co. Ltd. (100%);
Williamson Diamonds Limited (50%);
Tanzania Diamond Cutting Co. (Tancut) (75%);
Nyanza Salt Mines (83%);
Tanzania Meerschaum Corp. (58%);
Tanzania Gemstone Industries Ltd. (100%);
Beach Sands Mining Co. Ltd. (75% - the balance of the shares

are held by Geomin, the State Mining Corporation of Romania)
(not yet producing);

Buck Reef Gold (100%)(not yet producing);
Mbeya Cement Co. Ltd. (100%)(not yet producing);
Lupa Goldmines Ltd. (100%)(not yet producing).
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90. In the last finanrial yanr only thre of the subsidiary

declared a surplus: Williamson Diamonds, Tanzania Portland Cement Co., and
Tancut. As mentioned, future operationn at t .4 adui w411 b on a n profit/
no loss basis. T.P.D.C. has severe liqiiidity problems and Tancut accumulated
losses; neI4ther has so far been .able to declare a dvivdend. The objective
of the Government is that holding parastatals should be self-financing (ex-
cept fo, ma-jor xpa-nion pro o njt' th,e b1-si of _ vdn pr4o..ceeds a/

r 1-J "k' - - rY-J- -- ~A WUQ~~ ULu U-L VJ.UCLLU FLU. ULt~~Ub a[IU/U01

commissions charged to subsidiary companies. The current annual operating
costs of the .holding parastatal, the State Mining Corporation, totall ng some
Sh 2 million, are met by levying a flat rate surcharge of Sh 20,000/- per
8fulfl~ on SLO UU;>sUsoS j B;> iJsUO aJCL 1 Lrbt: LuLL LUL IlJVt:L . DeCadUbS learly all
of its operating subsidiaries have been making losses recently (except
L.Wl.=LJ1.ons)J, IMLt at r,LI.LL1g %.ULpULC&L.LU[L [Lbs nLot bUeeL able Lo uuild up any

financial reserves and is almost entirely dependent on government budget
'Llocation& and foreign loans (which are also channeled through tne budget)
to finance feasibility studies and the developrment of new mines.

91. The role of the State Mining Corporation - established in January
1973 to take over control of the mineral-based industries within N.D.C. -
is to promote mining development on all scales. It is not the policy of the
Corporation to become involved in grass-roots prospecting, but it is involved
in exploration, in theory taking over-responsibility ftom the Mineral' Re-
sources Division once a target has been identified. However, the Corporation's
ability to perform in accordance with these objectives is severely inhibited
by shortages of qualified manpower, in spite of the fact that many of the
staff have been transferred from the Mineral Resources Division and some of
the work has been put out to contract.

92. The Mineral Resources Division was formed in 1965, by the amalgam-
ation of the former Geological Survey and Mines Divisions, both of which were
established over 40 years ago. The functions of the Mineral Resources
Division are basically those of a Geological Survey, together with responsi-
bility for issuing licences, implementing the mine safety and explosive
regulations, compiling production statistics, etc. Prospecting for underground
water resources and the investigation of problems in engineering geology are
the responsibility of the Water Development and Irrigation Department of the
I'inistry of Water and Power. Thus the Division is responsible for the pro-
vision of background information relating to the geology of the country,
undertakes prospecting on behalf of Government and should be a national de-
pository of all information relating to the geology and mineral resources of
Tanzania. It also provides technical advice and services to the public. The
Division is, however, so hopelessly understaffed that it is doubtful if any
of its functions are being discharged effectively. There are at present
seven geologists in the Division, including the Acting Azsistant Cohmissioner,
compared with 30 in 1960 and 19 in 1971. Two of the six geologists are
overseas attending post-graduate training courses, and twG others are expatri-
ates on short-term contracts. The only other expatriate earth scientist in
the Division is a UNDP geophysicist.
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93. The basic unit-of .mnjpping is a quarter ree cheet, an area of
approximately 2,500 km2 bounded by degree or 30 minute lines of latitude and
longitude The field mappincg whirch of necessity ic of a
nature and based on widely spaced traversing supplemented with photogeological
interpretation, i*s undertraken on a scale of 1:50,000 for. eventual publication
on a scale of 1:125,0OU withi an accompanying brief explanation. More than
60%; ov Tanzana is now covered by such mapingn anaditi l 15 to, 2

is covered by reconnaissance mapping on smaller scales (see map on next page).
Hlowever, a substantial backlog in publ i shing has developed, and a signi fcant

number of recently completed maps are only available for inspection on "open

94.. LIrom. 196-1 until !"6 a n-,-.ber of Peace Corps geologists were at-
9t. LLUL 1.7U I UlLt.L Iw u. 0j "WULLLO tJ O0 I.UJ) cJ.A 6 ~ ~ WI~ O

tracted to the Division and contributed to the mapping program. Between 1962
and 1796 a totaLL ofL 114 quarter udeOgree sheets was riappL,eu undUer an aidLU agreement

with the Federal Republic of Germany. A team of staff and students from Dutch
uLa.versities mapped a furtheL elgh. sheets, and 16 sheets have been mapped
under a contract with Technoexport of the USSR. No provision was made in
this last contract LLor the faiL drawing ard printing of the --- ps, and as a
result the Drawing Office at Dodoma is now virtually overwhelmed with the
task of preparing the manuscript maps Lor publication.

95. The Division itself, because oJ stalL shortages, has dUoie very
little mapping in recent years, and only a single mapping party was in the
field in 1974. It has, however, provided counterpart staff for the Technoexport
mapping teams.

96. Because of the length of time-the Division, formerly the Geological
Survey of Tanganyika, has been in existence and because so many different
parties have been involved in recent years, the standard of mapping varies,
but is generally high. Emphasis has been and to an extent Still is placed
on straightfonrard geological mapping, whichi is for the most part not sup-
plemented with geochemical sampling or reconnaissance geophysicai surveys.
An attempt was apparently made by the Division to combine mapping and geo-
chiemical sampling - an approach used by many Surveys to reduce sampling costs
and supplement basic geological data with infornation more directly related
to potential mineralization - but this was abandoned. With regard to re-
connaissance airborne geophysics, i.e., magnetometer and spectrometer surveys,
there are a number of donors, notably Canada and Poland, who have specialized
in this field and who might be willing to provide bilateral assistance to the
Division. However, unless the Division is strengthened such surveys would
be of limited value as the Division and the State Mining Corporation would
only be able to follow up on a very limited scale under present circumstances.
It would, however, be an additional stimulus to the private sector if such
information was made available.
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97. Much of the area t'hat remains to bue ruappedu is ce..te or T

in the western part of Tanzania; the remainder is a block south and southwest
of Dar es Salaam. The western area lies largely within a large block wh4ch
is being mapped topographically under a bilateral assistance agreement with
Canada. Tnis project will make available not only topographic aLlUp coverage
on a scale of 1:50,000 but also up-to-date good quality air photographs,
both of wnich will assist the Division in completing its mappriug prUgriui.

98. hnere is an obvious need for the staff of the Mineral Resources
Division to be sponsored to visit other surveys, not in Europe and North
America where conditions are so different as to be almost irrelevant, but
in Africa in particular. For example, the Division had no representation
at a seminar on the role of Geological Surveys sponsored by the Commonwealth
Scientific Committee held in Lusaka in July 1974, and could not have failed
to benefit from participating in such a discussion.

99. In recent years the Division has concentrated on prospecting on
behalf of Government in an attempt to complement what little was being done
by the private sector. Many deposits have been investigated, but the reports
indicate a very wide range of competence and in some cases a lack of experi-
ence is obvious. The Division's prospecting activities have been supplemented
by a UNDP project carried out between 1965 and 1968 to re-evaluate the re-
sources of the Sarama, Geita, Musoma and North Mara goldfields. It was this
project which identified the previously worked Buck Reef gold deposit near
Rwamagoza (Geita district) as the most promising gold deposit tor tollow-up
study. A shaft for the mining of the deposit is currently being sunk by the
State Mining Corporation. The contract with Technoexport referred to above
includes provision for the re-evaluation of the gold and base metal mineral-
ization of the Mpanda field and the remaining resources of the Lupa goldfield.
This work is still in hand. A further contract, signed with Geomin, provicded
for the evaluation of the copper resources of Kigugwe, near Chimala, 60 km
from Mbeya. A diamond drilling program proved this mineralization to be
uneconomic.

100. The Division has two very old diamond drilling rigs and five others
inherited from the Technoexport project, only three of which are in working
condition. As in the case of the vehicle fleet, most of which is very old,
lack of spares and poor servicing facilities, for which the Ministry of Works
is responsible, result in extensive down-time and inefficiency.

101. The mines inspectorate is responsible for administering all aspects
of the mining legislation, including the processing of applications for
claims and mining leases by the Mining Wardens, and the compiling of statistics,
as well as enforcing the mining and explosives safety regulations. Zonal
offices are maintained at Morogoro, Mwanza, Moshi, Mbeya, Kayanga and Dar es
Salaam. However, of the established posts of seven mining engineers, only two
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are filled and one of these is occupied by an officer undertaking overseas
post-graduate training. Thus, in its policing role the inspectorate is severely
handicapped.

102. The inspectorate is also responsible for advising small workers and
cooperatives in particular regarding mining techniques, and obviously little
can be done in this respect. It is of interest to note that for a period
Ilima Colliery (near Tukuya) was managed by an Inspector of M4ines after it
was taken over by a cooperative (following the departure of the previous
owner) in 1973.

103. The Mineral Resources Division has ample accommodation at Dodoma,
which would in fact be half empty if it did not also house the exploration
unit of the State Mining Corporation, which currently comprises four geo-
logists and supporting staff. The laboratories are not only spacious but
well-equipped, and the analytical facilities include a Pye Unicam Sp 90B
atomic absorption spectrophotometer, a recently installed Phillips XRF/
difraction unit and two optical spectrographs, one of which is of Russian
origin. Servicing and spares are major problems and individual items of
equipment have been unserviceable for long periods as a result. The mineral
dressing laboratory is well-equipped with a wide range of equipment, much
of it on a pilot scale. All these facilities are extensively utilized by
the State Mining Corporation.

104. The drawing office is also spacious and well-equipped, but is again
susceptible to the spares and servicing problem and the semi-automatic photo-
graphic pre-print unit has been out of use for a long time. Type has there-
fore to be set by hand, which is particularly time-consuming in the case of
compiling the explanation which is printed to flank each map sheet.

105. All the ancillary services of the Division suffer from staff short-
ages which have reduced output to a very low level. The delay in publishing
results stems not only from the backlog which has accumulated in the drawing
office as a result of the Technoexport contract, but also from the lack of
editorial staff. Delays at the Government Printers-are of the order of years,
and the Division recently set by hand, printed, bound and published its
annual renort for 1967. (The latest annual report available is a cyclostyled
edition for 1971.)

106. There are comparable delays in printing maps, which is the respon-
sibilitv of the Surveying and Mapping Division of the Ministrv of Lands.
Housing and of Urban Development. In an attempt to overcome this situation
the Divisinn hans imnpemnted an informal "onen-file" syvstem to permit insnpr-
tion and copying of completed maps which are available only in "manuscript"
form (The Technoexport mnns nre well drawn And nrespnted; and it wiould in
fact have required very little additional work to have done the final fair
Adrnar4ng . The Adrawiner offiee is stnffed with fouir Tan7znian rnrtnornhphra

who have been trained locally.
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107. The laboratories have also been very understaffed, though the
situation seems to have improved and there are now three expatriate Research
Officers and six Tanzanians, including a mineralogist and a mineral dresser.
Extensive use has had to be made in the past of personnel made available
under contracts with such groups as Technoexport and Geomin, and even now a
Russian chemist is working full time on samples for the lMbeya cement project.

108. No qualified librarian has been available to the Division for some
years, though the library holdings are extensive and apparently reasonably
organized, as is the records office, which holds the quarterly prospecting
reports, etc.

109. The Tanzania Petroleum Development Company is involved in explora-
tion only to the extent of closely monitoring the prospecting activities of the
Agip/Amoco combination. In this function, the Company depends heavily on the
expertise of an experienced expatriate exploration advisor who is being under-
studied by a Tanzanian geologist. This system enables the Company not only
to mionitor exploration activities, but to independently assess the results.
In the event of a discovery, such as, for example, the recent gas strike,
whetner or not the exploration group concerned decides to exploit it, addi-
tional technical expertise will almost certainly be required to monitor
the activities of the minority partner or to plan development by TPDC as
the sole operator.

110. Other institutions involved in the identification and exploitation
of mineral resources include the Ministry of Lands and Housing which is con-
cerned with the development of the brick industry, though responsibility for
prospecting for brick clays is to be taken over by the State Mining Corporation.
The National Development Corporation is planning projects based on ceramic
raw materials - particularly the Pugu kaolin - and glass manufacturing Dro-
jects, including a possible plate glass plant based on the Pugu sand and a
second bottle factory based on the beach sands of Lake Victoria near Bukoba.
N.D.C. is also assessing the possibility of establishing a sandpaper manu-
facturing facility. The Small Industries Develonment Orpanization (STno)
is planning development on a "village" scale of such mineral resources as
clavyS salt; avnSum. nrerious stones; limestnne; rnal- micr; nrnamnent1l stone

and coal (see paragraph 120).

111. Very little attention is at present being paid to environmental
and nplltiotnn problem.s which might arie itn thei everntt of'a creatly eavndeAd

level of mining activity. It is understood that responsibility for this
Will be -assu med byx the national Concinlof ScIentific Research 7o er,

at present the Council does not have the capability in terms of staff and
laboratory facilities, and it w-ould see-. th_at lit-tle relevan-t legilslation
exists which would enable the Council to enforce pollution control measures.
Tanzanla, lke mLLany other developing counties in their unde-s- tandable haste
to promote development, has made few provisions to set and enforce standards.
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It is symptomatic of this attitude that responsibility for preserving the
environment should be delegated to an institution such as the National
Council for Scientific Research, which is responsible for the coordination
and promotion of research, and which is not structured to act as a policing
organization. Any possible environmental problems must be dealt with before
final planning approval is given, and there is a need to develop an institu-
tional framework within the Government to ensure that the conditions under
which a project were approved are adhered to. In an environment where the
Government itself, through one institution or another, is responsible for
the planning and implementation of most projects, it should in principle
be easier than in a nrivate enternrise economy to ensure the best use of
resources and protection of the environment.
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CHAPTER V - EXPANSION PLANS

A. General Outline

112. One of the main concerns of the mission is that the State Mining
Corporation appears to be attempting to promote too many projects at the same
time. Because of serious manpower constraints within the Corporation, as
well as overall financial constraints, it would seem to be necessary to
concentrate available resources on a limited number of priority projects.
The selection of priority projects, however, is a difficult and time con-
suming process and the mission does not pretend to have all the data re-
quired or the knowledge to express definite opinions about project priorities.
This Chapter provides a general survey of the many small and few large pro-
jects tnat are being prepared or considered and attempts to identify the
various project issues so as to serve as a guide for the selection of pri-
orities. Some of the policy issues concerning the mobilization of additional
resources for mineral development were discussed in Chapter I. The follow-
ing table compiled from the 1974-75 budget estimates for the State Mlining
Corporation and the M4ineral Resources Division is an illustration of the
Government's plan to achieve an increase in the scale of mineral development:
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Table 5

1974-75 Canital Bud2et Provisions for Mining Development
(In T. Shillings)

1972-71 1973-74 1974-75

Provisional Approved Estimates
Actual estimates

expenditure

State Mining Corporation 2,300,000 6,674,000 70,125,000

Nyanza Salt Refinery 1,000,000 250,000
Tanza.nia Gemstone T-AUtScries 1,50,0 2,000,000

Chunya (Zira River) Gold 2,800,000
*A'L eya Ce-uent 400,000 9,000Ann 0

Internal 2,000,000
UcSSR (c,edit 7 ,0 0 .AA

Tanzania Portland Cement 19,000 45,000,000

Internal' 5,00,000lv

Denaark (credit) 40,000,000

Tanga Cement 2,500,000
Liganga Iron Ore . 500,000

Norway (grant) 500,uuu
Beach Sands 800,000 1,575,000 975,000

Buck Reef Gold 3,000,000 2,500, 00

Rwamagoza & Mawe Mweru (gold) 600,000 300,000
Exploration 4,300,000

External 4,300,000

Mineral Resources Division 7,500,000 4,359,000 5,703,000

Mapping and reconnaissance
prospecting 7,000,000 3,W U ,UUU JLU , U00

Prospecting - Karagwe (tin) 840,000 1,000,000

Internal 4C0,000
Finland (grant) 600,000

Prospecting - Tazara 500,000 519,000 1,000,000

China (grant) 1,000,000
Prospecting - Panda Hill (niobium) 1,180,000

Canada (grant) 1,180,000
Prospecting - Karagwe-Ankolean 2,203,000

Internal 600,000
UNDP (grant) 1,603,000
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113. Thils isc = not, l..-ning pr,rs. For
example, the Minjingu phosphate project is not included, but is nevertheless
being accorded a hi4gh pr-iority b-ecause of i.mport substitution possibilite._

a~~~JLI&t.A - ,*5f -& _ OSC.J".f*LJJ -. -IUJO Lt~~J* jJ C U .L .LL±Cb

Also, the iron and steel project to be financed with Chinese bilateral assist-
ance is. not includedI in te -bdget. Tn somLe cases te budget allocaltlons are
to finance feasibility studies and pilot scale tests rather than to initiate
_an acua project A 

114. A large part of the sharp increase in the 'tate ...nlng Corporation's
WA InU.A L~JCA. i. .L 1 ri L %

capital budget for 1974-75 is for the financing of additional cement manufac-
turing capacilt Another notable Leature of tie estLimates is the reduction
in funds for mapping and prospecting allocated to the Mineral Resources
Division.. This is to sore extent complemented by the Sh 4.3 million aillocated
to the State Mining Corporation for exploration, but this presumably does not
provide for any regional mapping. The reduction in expenditure on mapping
probably reflects the completion of the Technoexport mapping program.

115. Other relevant allocations include Sh 0.2 million to N.D.C. for the
Pugu kaolin project for which Geomin have been acting as consultants.

116. On the basis of this and other information the various projects
may be grouped as follows:

(a) Financed wholly from budget allocations

(i) Salt refining at Nyanza;

(ii) Gemstone production - this allocation is understood to
provide for the re-equipping of the Longido ruby mine;

(iii) Establishment of the Sira River (Chunya) and Buck Reef
gold mines, and prospecting at Rwamagoza and Mawe Mweru;

(iv) A feasibility study of coal mining possibilities;

(v) Expansion of the facilities of Tancut;

(vi) A feasibility study of the possibility of a ceramics
industry based on the Pugu kaolin deposit; and

(vii) Exploration (general).

(b) Jointly or wholly financed by external partners

(i) Expansion of cement production - Wazo Hill and Mbeya
proiects (the Tanga cement prolect is currently being
financed by the State Mining Corporation);
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(ii) Trnn and stgel nronint - Chinese financing would annppr

to be available for the recently announced project;
Norway has finannrd a fpasihilityv study of a stel
project based on the Liganga iron ore reserves and fur-
t-hae inuactia*nt-nna nra onnvitng (refev p vnarrapha

142 - 146 in this Annex and paragraph 106 of the Main
Renr%,.v in V¶nlgnw1 Tl.

(i44i iBeach sands nrnott - although it is not apparent from

the estimates, the Romanian State Mining Corp., Geomin,
hnolda 25% of the equity of the co..pany;

(.iv,) A re=evaluation of the_ LIratn .ieinteora ra
%L I V~ 4.LL " ~W= L..LL WLULIC: LLL L.LI= IL\ a 6ctw ~ L

(v)% Prospectn in Ile Karagwe Ankmo'leanL 'or copper an' nick-el;1VJ 1 IL FE..LAS .11 LI i\.La, liN .~k 0 L jj~ Lu ±L L ,

Li) Li re-evaLuatLon of the Panda n cLal.L b oLUUL1aLLt a source

of pyrochlore (niobium); and

(vii) Prospecting along the new Tazara Railway line.

117. The State Mining Corporation is also concerned in planning: (a)
an expansion of gypsum production, which will be necessary for the expanded
cement industry, (b) small-scale diamond mining, (c) the expansion of
magnesite production, and (d) an expansion of the quarrying industry. A
pre-feasibility study recently completed by two Japanese companies interested
in large scale commercial exploitation of the Lake Natron soda ash deposit
is currently under consideration. No provision for any of the projects
mentioned in this paragraph has been made in the budget.

118. Possible joint projects with the National Development Corporation,
apart from the development of the Pugu deposit as a source of kaolin as a
base for white ware and ceramics industries and sand for an expansion of
glass production, include a study of the possibility of establishing a sand-
paper manufacturing plant.

119. A further joint project involves the State Mining Corporation
and the Capital Development Authority, with a Kenyan company under contract
to provide technical expertise, to establish a major brick-works in the
vicinity of the new capital at Dodoma.

120. In addition, SIDO, the Small Industries Development Organization,
has plans to promote the development of small-scale village industries to
exploit such mineral resources as clay for bricks and ceramics, salt, gypsum,
precious stones, lime, coal, mica, ornamental (carving) stone, etc. All
these projects are very much in the preliminary planning stage, but SIDO
does have an expatriate geologist to advise on the suitability of clays,
etc. There is a degree of overlap with various projects listed above.
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B. Gold

121 InI r recent years a number UofJ popet k-v benr=xa,iod
IC. I LU LLLLd UIUL L )JC L.Lu.p ZLI.. C UV~ C ~L I~t: L C_-=AaiuLkLL1U,

particularly under the contract with Technoexport of the USSR, with a view
LeV.LVLLL~ he ui±~ug iiuu ~ A I-- 1 

to revivlr.g the gold u-un 1g iustry. A report or th Leupa goldfeld sub

mitted in May 1974 by Technoexport recorded various reef occurrences and
highlighted the potential oi anL alluvial deposit along the Sira River, where
the total reserves are estimated at 1.5 tons of metal.

122. The gold is reported to occur in free form with a maximum grain
size of 0.3 mm in the gravel of the stream bed, which is overlain by alluvium.
The average grade of the gravel is 1.86 g/m3. The gravel is very variable
in thickness, but average 4 m; the average thickness of the overburden is
6 m. The overall average grade of the gravel and alluvium is stated to be
0.9 g/m3. The reserves, presumably of gravel and alluvium, are 2,00U,000 mi3.
The proposed scale of operations is being discussed, but will probably be
such as to give a guaranteed life of six years, and yield some 200 kg of
gold per year which at current prices ($150 per oz.) has a gross sales value
of around Sh 7 million. Capital requirements are estimated by the consultants,
Technoexport who are at the same time technical partners for project execu-
tion, at Sh 5.6 million. Operating costs are not known and an economic
feasibility study has not been made. A wholly owned subsidiary of the State
Mining Corporation to work the deposit has recently been registered as Lupa
Goldmines Limited. Technoexport have apparently undertaken to start pro-
duction before mid-1975.

123. Beneficiation will be based on screening, and subsequent sluicing
of the fines. This is probably the cheapest and simplest method but, depenld-
ing on a number of factors, recovery might be poor. Because the river flows
strongly during the rainy season, working will probably have to be seasonal.
The stability of the alluvial deposits is an unknown factor, and if it proves
possible to maintain only shallow slopes, then the overburden ratio could
be as high as 4:1. The material will be mined by bulldozer, after damming
the river and pumping the water into a diversion trench. The gravel will be
loaded into dump trucks by an "excavator", presumably a front-end loader.
One bulldozer is already on site and some 22 people are currently employed
on the project. This number will increase to 250 as full production is
achieved. Some concern has been expressed about the wide spacing of the
sampling lines and possible variations in grade. No pilot scale operations
have been undertaken. The method for the final cleaning of the concentrates,
i.e., panning, tabling or amalgaming has not been decided, though the facil-
ities to do such tests exist at Dodoma and lMwadui. No consideration appears
to have been given to the possibility of hydraulic mining.

124. Other specific gold prospects with which the State Mining Corpor-
ation is concerned include Buck Reef in Geita district. Following initial
exploration of the deposit by a UNDP team, further drilling and some under-
ground ex1nnration was undertaken by the Mineral Resources Division and
Williamson Diamonds Limited respectively on behalf of Government and a mining
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plan nroposed. The drilling reciult indicated reserves of 365,000 tons to
a depth of 500 ft, grading 10 gms/ton; the underground exploration proved
reserveswitrjMr%v fh4c hl^ ,.f 117 'rflf tn t-- a A--#b ,c 'In 4~-_A_reserves ihin this bokof I117,500 tons- to a dlepth_ A. 250 futr, J.gL-adingr
9.7 gms. UNDP estimated the reserves at 300,000 tons to a depth of 400 ft
and the capit-a1 expenditure required to establish the mine at L, 2. -1 m Jili

but a marked escalation in the price of mining equipment has occurred since.
The- State M4n4n- Crpzto ---- .-^ 4 urrently-q-4 ,in ----- devlopent includ,ng-
shaft sinking to 21 m, but progress has been very slow because of delays in
equipment del4veries.

125. Prospecting of the Mpanrda goldfield b-y a Technoexport team is
continuing. Reefs in the Rwamagoza and Mawe Mweru areas are being invest-
iateud uy thle State Minin,g CorporatLion. No details are available.

126. illegal gold mining by groups of individuals sometimes numbering
several hundred has been, and apparently still is a major problem, which
became acute following the closure of the Mpanda and Chunya cooperatives.
At present gold prices and because of strict exchange control provisions
Lhis activity is likely to increase. Effective enforcement of the law is
expensive and in practice virtually impossible. Under such circumstances,
it may be that the only pragmatic solution is to re-establish buying organ-
izations under strict control. Such organizations have proved reasonab'y
successful in-the case of tin for example, but it is obvious that unless
the miners are offered a reasonable cash price for their product, illegal
mining and smuggling will inevitably continue.

C. Cement

127. There are no less than three expansion projects in hand involving
a total investment of Sh 580 million. The aim is to increase production
capacity to 1,000,000 tons/year by 1979. The three projects are: (a)
an increase in capacity of the existing Wazo Hill plant, (b) the establish-
ment of a new plant at Tanga, and (c) the establishment of another new plant
at Mbeya.

128. The plant required to expand production at Wazo Hill by some
250,000 ton/year has already been ordered, and will be largely financed by
a Danish Government loan. It is therefore presumably an additional F.L.
Smidth kiln. The estimated cost of the expansion, scheduled to be completed
by 1976, is Sh 130 million, including additional working capital.

129. The primary raw material for the 250,000 ton/year Tanga plant will
be a limestone deposit occurring 5 km south of Tanga. The deposit is com-
posed of pisolitic, semi-porcellanous and rubbly limestones of Jurassic age.
overlain by red lateritic soils similar to those of Wazo Hill. Preliminary
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tests snowed that good quality cement could be made from these materials,
and this has since been confirmed by further tests at Wazo hill. The lime-
stone is somewhat harder than that at Wazo Hill, and mining and milling costs
are therefore likely to be higher. A feasibility study for the project has
recently been completed by Energoprojekt of Yugoslavia working on contract
for the State Hlining Corporation.

130. The source of primary raw material for the Mbeya cement project is
an extensive occurrence of travertine. The reserves were originally estimated
to be of the order of 100 million tons, but detailed prospecting has shown
tnat the travertine is not as homogeneous as it appears and contains horizons
of soil. Further exploratory work, including diamond drilling, has had to
be undertaken. To date it has not been possible to locate a suitable
superficial clay in the vicinity of Mbeya which could be used as an ad-
ditive - the known clays are high in alkalis and alumina and low in iron.
The mission suggested to the State Mining Corporation that they should also
prospect for a phyllite or schist which could be ground and used as an
alternative as at the Chilanga works south of Lusaka, Zambia. (Analyses and
samples of this material have been forwarded.) No gypsum occurs in the area
and supplies will have to be "imported" from existing producers in the north-
east or from Kilwa if these deposits are developed.

131. The planned capacity of the Mbeya plant is 200,000 ton/year and
the kiln(s) will be coal-fired. This will necessitate an increase of some
40,000 t.p.a. in coal production from nearby coal deposits.

132. Teclnoexport as consultants have recently submitted a comprehensive
feasibility study for the project, which is likely to be implemented on the
basis of a turn-key contract partly financed by a bilateral loan from the
USSR. The total capital cost is estimated at Sh 250 million, i.e., some 20%
more than a new plant of similar capacity on the coast.

D. Phosphate

133. Phosplnate occurs at Minjingu on the s shnre nf TLke Manyara
in recent clayey lake sediments fringeing a large rock outcrop. This "soft
nrp" i s capped;- npnrt-cirlair1v tor thp south, by a lid of phosncnphatic cnnlm-
erate - the 'hard ore" - which comprises coarse debris, e\vidently derived
from thp outro,nn impregnnated vwitth phocphnte.

134. New Consolidated Gold Fields, who discovered the deposit, estimate
the reserves to a depth of 60 meters as 5 million tons of hard ore averaging
21.4% PY2-0 5 and 4.8 illion tons of soft ore avera-ing 18.57 P205. -Tese
estimates are accepted in a report by Geomin and the preliminary report of a
privatLe consultant (vol Tun , L.-e revec an ISEC voluCL executlve). Klokner,
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however, are more conservative and recalculate the reserves of the northern
area as 1.3 million tons of hard ore and 3.0 million tons of soft ore
to a depth of 18 meters. This depth appears to be related to the average
depths of the pits originally sunk by New Consolidated Gold Fields (15 m).
Since the mining rate to supply the fertilizer factory at Tanga would have
to be of the order of 250,000 tons of soft ore a year to produce 120,000
tons of concentrate.

135. The soft ore has been sublected to various beneficiation tests
all of which indicate that a concentrate assaying 28 to 30% P205 could
probably be produced by dry screening. The mission recommends that no firm
decision on the phosphate mining project is made until after the successful
testing of a bulk samnle of several hundred tons (of concentrate) in the
Tanga fertilizer factory.

136. The present plant at Tanga produces triple superphosphate from
imnprted TJrdanian phosphate rock - 120,000 tons/year - assaying +32%7
P205. Production is extremely cost-sensitive to the grade of the feed,
an.d costs rise particularly raplidlyj if thoe grnade drops beolrv. 30 P0,

However, the tests referred to above have shown that it is extremely
difficult to concentrate the soft Minjinrgu ore to produce a concentrate
assaying +32% P205 and that any such process is likely to be very difficult
to control under production conditons and w411 result in su-sl-ant-al

losses in the tailings. A possible compromise would appear to be to pro-
Auce 60,00 t or,s of .oncentrate assaying `2870 P20s to blernd wit an equal- -ul.C U'. '.J..' LU&~U. L.UL L.I.LaL a%D0aY ±L.L6 14~U/o KL L. U±C. U Wi. LII aLi =4Ua4.

tonnage of imported phosphate rock assaying +32% P205 to produce a 30% P205
f.ee fAor the TLanga plant. 'If furth Lier dressing tests sL low tLhIatL Lt is possible

to produce a +30% P2 05 concentrate at Minjingu without unacceptable treatment
lose An if t_e propose' lul sAmp_____A k..5le teA_5_Asts_Lv_ 4n tl lAng _et e _Ac_t.r.

CO 01414. .4.4. LC ~.LUHV> UFUb 4.L U>U.L ;wd*D. a L& ±11= L | ±dI 4. aL RL. - £dALUL y

snow good results, the scale of the phosphate mining project could be
increased LU produCe SoUmICe I..13,VU LULLS olL. conLcentrate pel yerL.

I .Jf * L)..LLLLUU6LL LLLC -').L L .LL-dUAOLU ICtbLdVUUULILaL JXUCIU diLlu-137 A. lto ugh theU-FV deoi liesO alongs6.ide Lthe A^^LhaDoo,- Radan

transport to Tanga should present no problems, it would be essential to
enbsure Lxt:guLr eUliverLesb Uo cUncentLraLe. TILS might unt:r the prebentL
circumstances involve considerable capital expenditure to improve the pre-
sent Arusha-Tanga rail service and possibly even tne operation of special
trains. An alternative worth considering would be to truck the concentrate
to Tanga.

138. Operations may have to be seasonal as the moisture content of the
soft ore is critical in the beneficiation process and may have to be controlled
by sun-drying. It may in any case be very difficult to work a pit in clay
during the rainy season. No water was encountered in any of the prospecting
pits, but these were only sunk to depths of the order of 15 meters.
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139. The hard ore could probably be upgraded by screening to a 30% con-
centrate bhac omnar at ively e-pensive a gri ndi;ng an f l ,ott ion nrnroeC. Mo,r-

over, the high pH of the water of neighboring Lake Manyara would result in
a high consumption of reagents and make i- t necessary to wash the concentrates
to remove the introduced salt. The preliminary ISEC report recommends simple
grinding and 0 ree ing of "th had ore a-d use of -th product- a a t l g

fertilizer by direct application.1/ Tests at various agricultural research
centers are current ly in han -to4 e3au -t the _ fes4ibilityv0 " of this apo ach.~ d.L~ L&. L~kLL LY .n1 L&C.L" L.V ~-CL.LUaL~~ LLIC .L~ U .. X Y J. *A. P F. Ja

Similar tests were undertaken in the early sixties by the Ukiriguru agricul-
tural. research station near LLLwariza andU thLe resu.Lts are reporteLd to hlave bCeen

encouraging. The ground hard ore is estimated to cost Sh 105/- per ton
ex-CI'IJ iLngu .

140.* No firml opinion can be expr sseU on the likely JCULLUi merits of
a phosphate mining and concentrating project based on Minjingu ore. As
mentioned, further investigatLons, including plant scale concentrate testing,
are in the opinion of the mission essential before the technical feasibility
arnd ecnou-uic viability of tble project can be established. Prel iminaary cost
estimates suggest that total capital requirements for a project to produce
130,000 tons of +30% P205 concentrate per year would be around Sh 85 million,
including infrastructure, and that the cost per ton delivered to Tanga would
be Sn 280/- (or $40). The current c.i.f. import price of Jordanian phosphate
rock is $86 per ton (including $23 for sea transport), but world market prices
are expected to fall.

141. One major side benefit of the phosphate mining project would be
the freeing of the jetty at Tanga and its possible conversion for general
cargo. This jetty is at present used exclusively for thle unloading of
imported supplies for the fertilizer factory. Given Tanzania's acute short-
age of deep water berths, the conversion of the jetty, which could be accompl-
ished at relatively minor cost, would be a major benefit to be taken into
account in the appraisal of this project. Another benefit would be a greater
security of supplies. In the recent past, the Tanga factory has suffered
significant losses due to disruptions in the supply of phosphate rock.

E. Iron and Steel

142. Although the Liganga titaniferous iron ore deposit has for some
time been considered as the most promising source of ore for a locally based
iron and steel industry, an agreement has recently been concluded with the
Chinese to investigate the feasibility of an alternative project based on the
comparatively low-grade but less complex iron orebody in the Chunya district.

1/ Tests on the suitably of the soft ore for direct application are
now also being planned.
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143. The orebody is described (by Harris, 1961) as being similar to the
banded manganiferous ironstones of the Mpanda area. These occur in a higl-
grade metamorphic environment, and are probably of sedimentary origin. The
mineral composition is quartz and magnetite witlh manganiferous oxides and
spessartine garnet, but there is local secondary enrichment in manganese
and assays of up to 11% Mn have been reported. The reserves of these ore-
bodies are of the order of tens of millions of tons; the grade averages some
30% Fe. Laboratory tests have indicated that benefication can be achieved
by electro-methods (Harris. 1961), but if magnetite i9 the predominant iron
oxide present, simple magnetic methods may prove the most efficient.

144. No details of the financial arrangements are available, but it is
understood the investigation is to he wholly financed by China as part of
a Sh 525 million loan agreement which was first announced by the Government
in early 1974. No eIt-imateq of total canital or nrodiiction costs are available.

145. It seems probable that blast furnace technology will be proposed,
possibly a low shaft blast furnace. The fuel source being investigated is
the coal of the Songe Kiwira f4eld, from which the Chinese are reported to
have made a "weak coke", presumably a type of char or formed coke. It should
be mentioned, however, that no final decision has been made to go ahead with
a project based on Chunya ores. Further investigations of the Liganga
deprosit afre continuing with No-.- egi*. bilasteral assistance and the choice of
Liganga ore as a raw material would almost certa-inly involve a different
reduction 0 technology an -Ath1e use of another coal Udeposit .-~~~ . " %.L &LUI LLtLL14U~U 

146. Although the rlse of the project i9 as yet undetermined ii
probable that the capacity of the proposed steel mill will be consl?eralhy
in excess of local demand for primary steel products tiLat could be m-aude by
a local mill. The target date for the commencement of steel production in
Tanzania is unuLerstoou to Ue 1980 or shortLy thereafter.

F. Coal

147. There are several possibilities for the exploitation of Tanzania's
very substantial coal reserves located in the southwestern corner of the
country, south of rfDeya. The possibility of exploiting the 20 million ton
reserves of the Songwe-Kiwira coalfield, which lies 30 Ian west of the northern
extremity of Lake Nyasa - mainly in the valley of the Kiwzira River - and 100 km
from Mbeya, is currently being investigated by the Chinese. The coal is a
possible source of fuel for the proposed iron and steel industry. A large
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coal m4 :e in this area could presuimably also provide for the needs of the
proposed Mbeya cement plant and possible other users in the southwest. (The
producing Ilima colliery is sited in the Songwe-Kiwira coalfield, but produc-
tion is only a few thousand tons a year.)

148. In addition, the Government is studying alternatives for the ex-
ploitation of the large Mcchuchuma-Ketewaka coal field whicih lies in the
Ruhuhu depression 25 km northeast of Manda and Lake Nyasa, and some 160 km
from Makumbako on the Tazara Railway. Reserves are estimated at 200 million
tons. the average caloric value at 12,000 B.T.U. and ash content at 12-20%.
Possible uses include the manufacture of synthetic oil and a range of petro-
chemicals. the generation of electricity, the production of coal for domestic
use and the export of coal.

149. The Government and the State Mining Corporation do not have the
financial and manpower resources or the technical know-how renuired for a
large-scale export and/or synthetic oil and petrochemical project based on
Mchtirhilm roal Tf no Ui tinhle bilateral ai d nn he scurePdi he quniL-Pckt

way to develop lichucthuma would probably be to try and negotiate a concession
a-reement with a1 g l e ternationnn1 arouin wi th -the rnequisite f4nancial re-
sources and technological know-how.

150. The State Mining Corporation has recently also considered the
miin o mchuchuma coal for domestic use, and the feasibil14ty of a project

.,-.lbz&e VW XIu z I C V1- x- V &I 7 a X L --- * WI D =^*yV P VJ =_

for a 100,000 ton per year colliery has been studied by a group of Indian
consultI ant LJs. Yo--- the 'lar.e for coal as a luel in T i at presentL
very small (a few thousand tons per year) and is not likely to grow much
b-eyond the requirer,ents fr_ Ihe iro an stee -- oect th Iey cer1l.ent- 1_ VUyLU Lite LCqLIL. A. C11t_LLLD L U LL.L&t .LL IJLL CILLLU Z L-MCJ. JL Uj =(LJL , LiLC 171_C CIIMULLL

project and some other industrial users. The cement project will require
I.n 000n - ... t 0 .. rC '-- ..---. 41-1 ..\ n-
4v,000 t.p.a. p (a Vor 50,000 tons oUf mired coal. iL.L washigLL1 pLUVCb feib.LeL). ThLUs

even if all future cement production were based on coal, total coal con-
s-ULaUptLion (for uses othler thian ltILe iroi anid steel project) would still be

only of the order of 200,000 t.p.a. (The existing East African railway
locomotives are largely dieselized and the Tazara Railway wiii aiso use
diesel locomotives.) The present and probable future market for
coal as a fuel in Tanzania is too limited to justify the immediate development
of two coal fields as sources of domestic fuel and a decision will have to
be made to accord priority to one or the other.

151. The various alternative uses of Mchuchuma coal'should ideally be
considered in the framework of a national energy policy coordinating the
optimum. exploitation of Tanzania's hydroelectric, geothermal, and natural
gas potential.

G. Beach Sands

152. The Beach Sands Mining Co. Ltd. was formed in November 1973, to
investigate on a pilot scale tule possibility of exploiting the coastal beach
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sands of Tanzania. The shares in the Company ate divided in the proportion,
State Mtining Corporation 75%: Geomin 254. The Company holds a license
for the entire coastal area and offshore islands. The coastal area has been
extensively investigated by the Mineral Resources Division and at least four
areas of sand with a heavy mineral content of the order of 10% were identified.
Some follow-up work to prove the reserves is now being undertaken by the
Company. The largest areas lie south of Bagamoyo, near the Mpiji River, in
the vicinity of Kilwa and around Mtwara. A small area immediately nortlh of
Dar es Salaam, between the Silver Sands and Kunduchi Beach Hotels, has
however been selected as the site for pilot scale operations as this area
is rich in heavy minerals, and access, power and a supply of fresh water are
all immediately available.

15.3. A pilot plant designed to process five tons of sand per hour was
sclheduled to be delivered in July 1974 but delivery has been delayed. The
wet mill unit will comprise pumps, screens, cyclones, spirals and Lamflo
sluices designed to produce a "common" concentrate of the heavy mineral
fraction. After washing and drying this will be treated in a separate
plant, comprising shaking tables, and high intensity magnetic and high tension
separators. The results of the tests should be available approximately four
months after the start-up of pilot scale operations, and a year will be
required to finalize the feasibility study.

154. Full-scale mining will be by means of a dredge moving within a
self-made artificial lake along the beach. Only the sands lying inland of
the high tide mark will be exploited, and as only some 10% will be removed
and the balance used as backfill, it should not be too difficult - or ex-
pensive - to ensure that the environment is not destroyed.

155. Thie ultiraate production scale has not been decided, but will probably
be of the order of 2 m tons of sand ner year. The yield will he of the order
of 125,000 tons of separate ilmenite, rutile and zircon concentrates, all of
whiich should he rpadilv marketable. In addition it will he nnpsihle to

produce garnet and kyanite concentrates, though these will be more difficult
to mark-et= Glean sand sutit2hle for hbiiilding purposes, glass manufacture

and silica refractories could be produced to order.

156. The State Mining Corporation estimates the capital expenditure
reqnuired at Sh 30-50 million- Anntiul saleo a-re tentativly pro,ecte at:

i1menite 100,000 tons -Sh 7on h .0mi

rutile 10,000 tons Sh 1,260/ton Sh 12.6 million

Z 4- r n r)(iri tons oin 1~S 33.2 r,,illion

(Ll J * L. iL.L.L.LnL)L

(=$4.7 million)
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157. Current world market prices are two to three times higher than
these figures but the tonnage estimates may be optimistic. The sands do
not have a significant content of monazite and as sales of garnet, kyanite,
etc., cannot be guaranteed, these are not taken into account. Onerating
costs at full production are expected to be approximately Sh 14 million
per vear. On the basis of these Dreliminarv cost and sales estimates the
project is expected to yield an excellent return.

158. The possibility of loading the concentrates from an offshore
terminal using the rercnt1-y devuelonpr Marconafnlw svytem for handling and
transporting fine solids is also to be investigated. If this proves to be
feasible, the capital costs of the project infrastructure Tould be consider-
ably reduced by comparison with the alternative of providing additional deep

H. Natural Gas

159. The site of t -- -----. t gas str4ke by the Ag l/Am,oco Ft £LLS.JV%.U 4SJIIIUJ.LLt .. ULL

the west side of Songo Songo Island, 25 km northwest of Kilwa and approx-
20 1- CLs the -- rs ------ 0nt on the coast, i.e. , approir,atel±y 220 hm

south of Dar es Salaam. The well is in 20 m of water, and the water between
it~ an' th_e coast is shallow.
AL . a ~LL L.LL J. ~I. . L~ IL L.LW

160. EstiLates OL the reserves range uetween 16 andu 42 billion im-.
Assuming that reserves are 65% coverable and a price of US$0.60 per million
B.t.u. - tle Mediterranean price - tne toLal value of tne aeposit accorling to
the state owned Tanzania Petroleum Development Corporation (TPDC), is $756
million. TPDC consider thiat at least one more well is necessary to !prove!?
the deposit. Very preliminary estimates suggest that the daily sustainable
production rate from the existing well could be 3 million mi3 .

161. TPDC:s provisional plans include an assessment of the possibility
of managing a group of five production wells from a single fixed platform.
The gas, which is 99% methane, could provide the basis for an ammonia feed-
stock - 600 ton/day hias been mentioned as a possible production level - for
the ultimate production of such fertilizers as ammonium nitrate and urea.
The cost of such an ammonia plant would be of the order of $25 million. The
possibility of producing plastics (VC and PVC) from acetylene as an inter-
mediate feedstock and chlorine, possibly from salt from the nearby NMandawa-
Kahokondo dome or from sea water, is being investigated. If there is surplus
of gas available it would be used as fuel in the Dar es Salaam area (e.g.
for the Wazo Hill cement plant or power generation), if a pipeline can be
economically justified. Hiowever, 'n Dar es 3alaaiii, tlLe gas would probabl-y
displace fuel oil wihichI is produced by the Tiper petroleum refinery as a
residual and for which there is only a limited local demand. The bulk is at
present exported from the refinery at unfavorable prices.
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162. The possibility that the gas might be utilized to reduce iron ore
pellets via the Hyl or Midrex processes to produce a metallized feed for
an electric steel-making furnace had not been considered at the time of the
mission. (This is the basis of very large-scale projects being implemented
by Iran, Saudi Arabia and Venezuela to utilize their vast reserves of natural
gas.) It is evident that apart from Kilwa itself, both Mtwara and Dar es
Salaam must be considered as possible sites for any industrial complex based
on the gas. The possibility of exporting the gas in liquified form cannot
be seriously entertained.

163. Assuming the gas will be exploited, a complete reappraisal of the
energy situation is necessary. In 1971 the total poxwer generated was 124MWV
of which 49.2% was produced from hydroelectric schemes and the balance from
thermal stations based on fuel oil or diesel generators. (The commissioning
of the first stage of the Kidatu scheme in 1975 will add 100 }W.) A re-
appraisal of the relative merits of gas, coal and fuel oil as alternatives,
i.e., a national energy policy, is urgently required as previously mentioned.
It should also be borne in mind that Tanzania's geological environment is
favorable for large-scale resources of geothermal energy, particularly along
the rift valleys. It will in any event be necessary to reappraise the
proposed Stieglers Gorge hydroelectric scheme, or rather the timing of it,
if the proposal to mine large tonnages of coal is Droceeded with. as it
might be economically feasible to produce power on a significant scale from
low-grade fuel which would otherwise be discarded as overburden. (Such
material cannot be stockpiled for future use as it is subject to spontaneous
combustion.)

164. It is clear that the completion of the Tazara Railway whichl gives
access to Tanzania's important coal (and iron ore) reserves in the south-
western part of the conintryv together with the recent natural gas strike
near Kilwa, open up a whole new range of strategy options for industrial and
energy polircy To illustrate the 5omplexitv of the issue; the mission has

prepared a survey (see Appendix) of the various industrial uses that could
hp m:zrlo of thp n:tiir1l anc- Thi;. ci,rvpv sic niprely tcthnircal in nntuir, nndi

no reference is made to the economic feasibility of the various alternative
uses, nor is any comparision made with the possibility of using the gas as
a fuel.

165. Tanzania's capacity to identify and compare the relative merits of
alternative uses 4for the natur.al gas 4s 1very. .L,L Sat present and the

mission recommends that high level technical assistance is sought before
an y dule c i sion r eg6ar-d ingf exlitto is ,e Idaly suc Atechnical-assist=

ance should be provided within the context of an overall energy study which
wou*ldlU .lay the basis fAJor an energy mnast-er pl1an.
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I. Other Projects

166. Other projects in whichi the State Mining Corporation is involved
include the following:

167. Tin. An agreement has been concluded with the Government of Finland
under a bilateral aid agreement for a re-evaluation of the Kyerwa tin mine.

The tin potential of the Karagwe area as a whole is being re-examined as part

of the Kagera Basin Survey being undertaken by UNDP.

168. Gypsum. A major increase of production will be required to match

tihe planned expansion of cement production. The State Mining Corporation
is to investigate the possibilities of establishing its own mine in the
N&omazi area, northwest of Tanga, which is at present being worked by co-
operatives and individuals to supply Wazo hill, and will re-evaluate the

extensive gypsum occurrences of the Nlandawa-Mahokono dome, near Kilwa,
whicn were prospected by the Mineral Resources Division some 10 years ago.

169. Gemstones. A feasibility study will be undertaken of the possibility
of establishing a cutting and polishing facility at lloshi.

170. Diamonds. A small expansion of the Tancut factory and the transfer
of thie initial sawing from Antwerp to Iringa is planned. The estimated cost

is Sh 1.5 million. The possibility of re-opening Mlabuki, Dr. Williamson's

original mine situated between Mwadui and INwanza and worked between 1925 and

1929, is under consideration. Williamson Diamonds Limited lhave been requested

to undertake the necessary prospecting. All indications are that conventional
mining of the remnant gravels would be uneconomical, but one possibility to

finally scavenge the deposit might be to fence off the area and lease plots
to individual diggers or cooperatives who would have to sell to an authorized
buyer. There would undoubtedly be security problems, but whether these would

be any greater than if the State Mining Corporation were conducting an isolated
smuall-scale operation is doubtful.

171. Salt. Longer tern plans involve an evaluation of thie potential

of the Mandawa-Mahokondo dome where massive salt in a piercement structure
was intersected at a deptlh of 100 meters in a Shell/B.P. borehole drilled to

evaluate the hydrocarboni potential of the structure. The alternatives of
underground anid solution minir.g will be examined by Geomtn. Consideration

is also being given to the possibility of expanding production from coastal
nlants hbsed on sea water,

172. 'lanesite. The W-est German G.overnment has been rpnupsted to finqnro

a study of the mineral dressing processes used for the present small-scale
production of calcined magnesite from the nrivaTtely M..nSnd Ghamhogo mine.
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173. SAa Ash. A detailehd pre-feasibility study - a projeat to exploit

the soda ash of Lake Natron has recently been completed by Japanese interest.
A large-scal-e project 1t.p.a. proAU Co nas be pro-
posed by these interests. Because of the scale of the investment required -
over $70 ,J m capital expe.diture and an equal expenditure on infrastructure -
this project could only be undertaken with substantial aid or foreign invest-
ment. TLLhe proJect Udoes not mesh wLit 'lar.Lzan'ia's industrial develUopment
strategy, which gives priority to projects that process domestic resources
for local use. Suua ash mining would be almost completely isolated from the
present economic structure, with little potential for either forward or
uackwara l±nKages. However, the project is potentially a major foreign ex-
change earner. At current world market prices, one million tons of Tanzanian
soda ash wouid be worth between $40 and $70 million f.o.b. It is the type
of project requiring a partnership arrangement, not only from the capital
requirement point of view, but also because the relevant technical, manage-
ment and marketing know-how are not at present available in Tanzania. If
this approach would be acceptable it would as an initial step be worthwhile
re-examining the following:

(a) the assumption that the product must be of a high-grade
and competitive in terms ot quality with synthetic soda ash;

(b) the possibility of a transport link to Magadi in Kenya;

(c) the port facilities which would be required; and

(d) the possibility of pipelining either the "ore" or a semi-
processed product to reduce infrastructure requirements.

174. Nickel. A possible project to prospect for nickel in the northwest,
particularly near the border with Burundi where an orebody was recently
discovered, is under discussion with UNDP.

175. Sand and Kaolin. A pre-feasibility study for a project to produce
high-grade kaolin from the Pugu deposit as a filler for export was completed
by another Japanese group. This report indicates that a large-scale
export-orientated project is economically not attractive. The possibility
of expanding present production to produce kaolin suitable for the domestic
production of tiles, sanitary ware and ceramics is being examined by N.D.C.

176. The feasibility of establishing a plate glass factory is also being
investigated by N.D.C. A key consideration is that an economically feasibible
project would require the whole East African market. It is estimated that
to produce 6,000 t.p.a. of plate glass would require a capital investment of
the order of Sh 40 million. Production costs are tentatively estimated at
Sh 2,000/- per ton or Sh 7/- per m2 (well below c.i.f. import prices). The
project would provide 300 jobs. The possibility of manufacturing sandpaper
is also being examined and so is the possibility of establishing a bottle
plant at Bukoba based on the very pure, nearby beacb sands of Lake Victoria.
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177. Niobium. etc. The Mineral Resources Division is planning with1
Canadian assistance to re-evaluate the Panda Hill carbonatite in the Mbeya
area as a source of nvrochlore and anatite. No details of this Droject are

available, but the geology of the carbonatite, which has been extensively
invpsrtiatPd in t-he nast by the Mineral Resources Division and the 'Mbeya

Exploration Co. Ltd., is described in various publications, including Harris
(1961). The pyrochlnre is in a fine form and lahoratorv studies have indicat-Ped

that recovery may be difficult on a commercial scale.

178. Finally, the State Mining Corporation's long-term plans include
a proposal to re-examine the Wigu H4ill -arbonatite 4i the Morogoro district,
but as a source of rare earth minerals rather than pyrochlore which is
present in only very lw concentratin.
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CHAPTER UI - MANPOWlR CONSTRAINTS

179. The shortage of graduate manpower - particularly, but not exclusively
geologi4st-s, -4r.4r. er.gir.eers and .. etllrgst (r..inra dressers) - - - iseidnl

a major constraint affecting the expansion programs of the State Mining Corp-
oration as well as current activities, and has reduced the Mineral Resources
Division to a skeleton staff. Such Tanzanian geologists and engineers as are
available have practically all been absorbed by the publ'c sector. Because
conditions of service in parastatal enterprises tend to be more favorable
thaa in the civil setrvice mOSt public sector staff prefer to Join these enter-
prises. The emphasis placed on production has resulted in large-scale trans-
fers of staff to the State Mining Corporation, which has led for example to
the reduction of the graduate staff o-f the Mines Inspectorate to two. Sim-
ilarly tne transfer or the most experienced minerai dresser from tne Mineral
Resources Division in Dodoma to the State Mining Corporation in Dar es Salaam
is understandable in light of the emphasis on production and the acute shortage
of experts in that field, but it has left the Division severely handicapped.
A significant proportion of Tanzania's qualified geologists and mining engin-
eers are now employed as managers or deputy managers of the State Mining
Corporation or one of its iU subsidiary companies. Because of tneir manage-
ment functions, few are getting an opportunity to use and improve their
technical knowledge.

180. As a short-term measure the State Mining Corporation is utilizing
expatriates recruited under various aid agreements, and has recently requested
UNDP to provide experts in such fields as coal, steel, salt, gold and cement
production as well as a director of planning, an industrial accountant and
other condultants on a shorter term basis. Technical as-sistance has also
been requested from Canada. There are, however, very few expatriate personnel
at grass-roots level, e.g., field geologists.

181. The largest operating company, Williamson Diamonds Limited, has
sponsored the training of all its Tanzanian staff, and there are now only five
expatriates left out of a total labor force of 2,000. Two are aircrew and
a third is the Mine Geologist, who also supervises all diamond prospecting
in Tanzania as the resident representative of the Willcroft Corporation. He
is being understudied by a Tanzanian who will assume responsibility for the
geological department of the mine. Most of Mwadui's graduates have had the
opportunity to visit other diamond mines in Africa.

182. Other parastatal mining companies, in particular the State Mining
Corporation, have drawn extensively on the pool of trained manpower at llwadui,
and the mine is now short of a number of graduates and technicians. Williamsons
continue to sponsor training, but all overseas scholarships are now channeled
through the State Mining Corporation and only a proportion are therefore
available for Mwadui staff. Mwadui is currently placing emphasis on sending
technical staff overseas to gain practical experience.
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183. The Tanzania Portland Cement Company faces a more acute problem
because of the proposed maior expansion of the cement industry. The Company
has trained most of its own staff, mainly to technical level, including a
number who will be assigned to the new Mbeva and Tanga plants. The nresent
total of expatriate employees is 11 - a shortfall of nine. It was planned to
nhase out all expatriates within two to three vears, hut this mTy be delayed

by the expansion program which will stretch available management and technical
exnertise tn the limit- The mnjor nonntrnint is the shortage of engineering
graduates and technicians.

184. It is evident that the short-term solution to the manpower problem
can only be to re-rnit more exptriates with qual fications and experi-ence
in the relevant fields. The only alternative is secondment of expatriate
personnel to,T.anzi.a4 .y .te _minos A _: ..A..rns 4 n Joint venuures .. _ A - 'CarF06_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~L V _ X V Ls£- L. 1- - tiz *-EA.1(< XL:*zJVE* VULs; 
as the government institutions are concerned, it should be possible to obtain
m.ore expatriates on secondment from. va.u gelgia _nd eninern inst- - 3__-__t_ _Last. ~;~tnjaL A ,a.cc ~.nn ~ Li 'JIL vAs.. ,JLL 6 CtIAUr,~C.LL,J aiiLU Cir,.LLL_C.LXLF 1bL

tutions in donor countries.

185. The 11 Tanzanians employed by the State Mining Corporation and the
M,4A_ ner-I n:..:rce T.k v4 s__ s_ on_ wh ho 1 _3 _1 -r - -_ - - i -I1- - -- I*L>- * L C" L:% I.IJL. L V-;L l LIVLU jUC6L C b ±LL Keu±uLy all qua llleu ±a1 Lule

first eight years after independence and all received their degree from a
.foreign unlversity. The standard of traL ning 'as been very mu'xed. Dirferences
in the geology and environment, particularly the nature of the mineralization,
AM the country in which the -ologist was trained compared wlth Tanzania are
a major drawback particularly because field experience in Tanzania is usually
short in duration or not provided for. It was partly for this reason and
because of forecast requirements of geologists that the importance of establish-
ing a training facility within the University of Dar es Saiaam came to be
recognized. The recently established Geology Department cannot, however, be
expected to contribute signiricantly to an increase in the number of geologists
for some years - the present total student population in all years is only
19 and the planned intake is 20 students per year. There is no plan at pre-
sent for university level training in Tanzania of mining engineers, and mineral
dressers. Reliance will have to continue to be placed on foreign universities,
but the courses provided by the School of Mines of the University of Zambia
in particular should prove to be relevant.

186. The State Mining Corporation's forecast of the requirement for
graduates and technicians to 1984 is given in Tables 4 and.5. Actual require-
ments will, of course, depend on how many of the proposed projects currently
under discussion are implemented. The differences between the first two
columns in Tables 4 and 5 (present strength and estimated manpower require-
ments in 1974) bring out clearly the current shortfall of trained manpower.

187. Tables 4 and 5 do not include the requirements of the Mineral
Resources Division or other users of geological and mining expertise. Con-
sidering the size of Tanzania, the reconnaissance nature of the existing
mapping and the extent of the unimapped areas, the minimum current requirement
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of the Mineral Resources Division is a total of the order of 30 2eolozists.
10 mining engineers as inspectors of mines and explosives, two mineral dressers
and four chemists. If the Government is to eventually assume responsibilftv
for all prospecting then an eventual requirement of the order of 60 geologists
engaged in mapping and prospecting is probably not excessive. In surh a Si_tu-
ation far more use than at present could be made of technical staff, who would
require a shorter period of training. This is in anv case an anproachl worth-
while adopting, as many aspects of prospecting in particular can be delegated
provided comnetent sunervision is availab1e.

188. One di4surhing feature ic thit therep appears to be very little
opportunity for Tanzanian geologists, engineers, etc., to visit and meet
thpir onunterparts in neighboring countries. This growing isolation could
develop into a serious situation and some effort should be made by the relevant
internat-ional !agennc> ar. slson by the governments -o.re to-organiz

- -- ---- --- ** t.Y . V-.....,. r L- .L - ~. w4'ra. a.. LGC

sub-regional conferences. The geology and mineralization of, and prospect-
inge and minirng tec,hniques used in neighb_ . . tre a_e _ A _-. to'" T a t thos-*...,ge of oh cni -ents .- 1. C L -rC L"V'1L

to Tanzania than those of other continents.



Projected Wanpower Requirements of the

state Mining Corporation 1974-1984
Tab]-e 4

A. Professional Staff

projected Requirements

Post ~ ~~~lE esen7-~ -=77 7i--775--T IC7-:7E-l7X-5E-187-14-nXr 

Strength
(1974)

Expa-
triates Citizens

~U__ing
Geologist's 3 8 11 25 40 56 74 92 112 132 152 174 196

MI-ning
Engineers 2 13 20 h1 63 85 109 133 158 183 210 237 264

Sturveyers 2 5 13 21 29 37 47 57 67 79

Mechanical
Engineers 4 7 21 4 68 93 122 128 1314 140 146 152 158

Elec trico al
Engineers 7 16 32 48 65 86 107 130 153 178 203 229

Dre-sers 3 6 1( 14 22 30 38 48 58 68 80

Engineers 1 2 4 Il 18 25 34 43 52 62 72 83 95 >0

Geologists 1 1. 2 5 8 11 15 19 23 27 31 35 39

TOTAL 10 38 79 168 263 361. 482 605 733 867 1,0C5 1,146 1,294

Source: Projections by the State Mining Corporation'



Projected Manpower Requirements of the
State Mining Corporation 1974-1984

Table 5
B. Technical Stai f

Projected Requiremients

Po()sti Pr-es-enrt - -I3-M4I7 TM---7r-l 3SE-3R-1r£-?N2 Z3 r
Strength

(1974)_
]3xpa~-
triates Citizens

Electrical
TechnicJLans 3 15 32 66 105 Th5 190 215 283 331 381 431 481

SaLlt Tech--
nologists 6 12 18 25 34 t43 53 63 74 135 916

Cement Tec h-
nologists 4 8 13 21 31. 4L1 53 65 77 ;39 101

Mining
Technicians 7 413 123 187 255 326 401. 476 5514 632 i712 796 882

Meichanical.
Technicians 8 22 42 86 133 182 237 2593 351 410 474 541 611

Civil
Technicians 2 6 8 17 26 35 U4 53 62 71 80 90 100

DrilLing
Technicians 4 :10 18 26 35 44 53 62 72 82

TOTAL 20 9L 215 :380 1460 752 963 1,176 1,400 1,625 1,860 2,1()4 2,353

Source: Projection by the State Miniag Corporation



TECHNlICALLY FEASIBLE PRODUCTS FROM NATURAL kAS

NATURAL G"S (992 11ETANE) J

CAI SENTHES HYDROGEN MtETHYL MErHYLINE CARBONMETHeANOL A(CETYLENE HYDROCEN GAS CHLORIDE DE DIIHLORIDE CHLOROFORM

(tAYYSUM3

FORMALDEHYDE AMMIONIA CHLORIDE 
RBONS

BEH~~~O-AL)NIEH -~~~~AMMSONIUM HYDROGEN (YSH~
5 1 :OAAHPHOSPHkTE SULPRATE CYANIDE NITRIC ACID

_ _ D I -A| 
(GYPSUM) r n 1 50DA AS14)Dl.-A110IUM 

I PHOSPHATEI

Y HUREA CALCIUM AMMGNlIUM SODII___________________________________________________ FORIIALDEHYDE NITRArE NITRATE NITRAT1E

ACETALDEHYDE CHLOROPRENE ACRYLO ITRILE VI14YL CHLORIDE VINYI ACETATE CHLOROETlYLENE

NEOPRENE
RUOBB ER

NIrR [ILE ACRYLIC POLYVINYL ACETATE POLYVINYI. FOLYVIYL
RUBBER FIBRES CHY LORHIDE FIBRES ACETATE ALCOOL

POIYVINYL
BUTYRAL

BITYRIU1ACETIC A ETIC
ACID ~~~~~ACID ANIHYDRIDE 2-ETHYLHEXANOL ACETALDOL

,,- BUTANJOL BUTALDIENE BUJTYRALDERYDE

NITYLAEATE RUSYL RIBBER C



Appendix
lage 2.

The Uses of t e rroducts trram NIatural -as

1. Methanol

(a) in the manufacture of formaldehyde

(b) as an anti-freeze

(c) as a methylating agent

(d) in solvents

2. Formaldehyde

(a) as "formalin" solution

(b) in the manufacture of phenolic, urea and melamine resins
used in the plastic or surface coating industry

3. Synthesis Gas

(a) in the oxo process for the manufacture of alcohols for
solvent, plasticizer and detergent use

(b) in the manufacture of synthetic ammonia

4. Methyl Chloride

(a) as a refrigerant

(b) as a methylating agent

(c) in the manufacture of silicones and butyl rubber

5. Methvlene Dichloride

(a) as a solvent

(b) as a paint remover

(c) as a diluent for insectirides

(drl in tho msniifnrtiira of nlAqt irc snnd n1qtriri 7PrQ

(a) in pharamIceutfcalT

(b) ~in tChL-e manufacture of fluoroar.bon refrigerants and ri
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7. Carbon Tetrachloride

(a) in the manufacture of fluorocarbons

(b) as a grain fumigant

(c) as a solvent

(d) in fire extinguishers

8. Fluorocarbons

(a) as an aerosol propellent

(b) as a household and commercial refrigerent

9. Acetylene

(a) in the manufacture of vinyl chloride, chloroprene, acrylonitrile,
vinyl acetate and chloroethylene (tri- and per-)

10. Trichloroethylene

(a) as a degreasing agent for metal, glass and some plastics

11. Perchloroethylene

(a) as a drycleaning solvent

(b) as a degreasing agent

12. Chloroprene

(a) in the manufacture of neoprene rubber

13. Neoprene Rubber

(a) in the manufacture of:

(i) wire coating

(ii) cable coating

(iii) gaskets

(iv) belts for power transmission

(v) industrial hoses
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(viii) -roducs -here resistance to hat -.nd so-lonts

is required

13. Acrylonitrile

(a) in the manufacture of:

(i) nitrile rubbers

(ii) vinyl copolymers

14. Nitrile Rubbers

(a) in the manufacture of fuel tanks and gasoline hoses

(b) in the food industry where strong resistance to oils, fats
and solvents is required

(c) in adhesives

(d) for impregnating paper, leather and textiles

1j. Vinyl Chloride

(a) in the manufacture of:

(i) polyvinyl chloride (PVC)

(ii) vinyl copolymers

16. Polyvinyl choloride

(a) in the manufacture of:

(i) raincoats

(ii) handbags

(iii) shower curtains

(iv) vinyl flooring

(v) garcien hoses

(vi) plastic pipes
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(vii) coat fabrics

(b) as insulation for wire and cables

(c) to form film, sheet and floor covering

(d) in coating and adhesive resins

(e) in the molding of records, dolls and rainboots

17. Vinyl Acetate

(a) in the manufacture of:

(i) polyvinyl acetate

(ii) polyvinyl alcohol

(iii) vinyl copolymers

18. Polyvinyl Acetate

(a) in adhesives (of the hot-melt and emulsion type)

(b) in the production of water-based paints

(c) as a binder for textiles

(d) in the coating of paper

(e) in industrial finishes

(f) in chewing-gum

19. Polvvinvl Alcohol

(a) as a thickening agent for emuilsions

(b'~a qn R dhpqijvp

( in grease-proofing paper

(d) in noVlyvinxyl ml onhol fibres used as a -epacement for cotton

()i-n th,e_ _ma_n.u fa-ct u re o fo1 plv inyl ac e tals ( e .g-. p ol;^,nViny -butyr
with butyraldehyde)
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20. Polyvinyl Butyral

(a) in the manufacture of safety glass

21. Vinyl Copolymers

(a) in the manufacture of:

(i) acetate fibres (90% vinyl chloride, 10% vinyl acetate)

(ii) acrylic fibres (60% vinyl chloride, 40% acrylonitrile)

22. Acetaldehyde

(a) in the manufacture of:

(i) acetic acid

(ii) acetic anhydride

(iii) acetaldol

(iv) 2-Ethylhexanol

23. Acetic Anhydride

(a) in the manufacture of:

(i) cellulose acetate resins

(ii) plastics

24. Acetaldol

(a) in the manufacture of:

(i) Butyraldehyde

(ii) Butadiene

(iii) n-Butanol

25. 2-Ethylhexanol

(a) as a high-boiling solvent

(b) as a defoaming and wetting agent

(c) as an intermediate in the manufacture of plasticizers
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26. n-Butanol

(a) as a lacquer solvent in the surface coating industry

(b) in the manufacture of butyl acetate

27. Butyl Acetate

(a) in synthetic resins

(b) in plasticizers

28. Butyraldehyde

(a) in the manufacture of butyl rubber

29. Butyl Rubber

(a) in the manufacture of:

(i) tyres

(ii) tyre inner tubes

(b) as an inner liner and trim rubber in tubeless tyres

(c) for wire and cable insulation

30. Ammonia

(a) in the manufacture of:

(i) Nitric Acid

(ii) Urea

(iii) Hydrogen Cyanide

(iv) Ammonium Sulphate

(v) Mono- and Di-Ammonium Phosphate

31. Nitric Acid

(a) in the manufacture of:

(i) Calcium Nitrate

(ii) Ammonium Nitrate

(iii) Sodium Nitrate
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33. Dodu"Lu Nitrate

(a) in the dye industry

34. irea

(a) as a fertilizer

(b) in animal feed as a protein substitute

(c) as a softening agent for wood products

(d) in the manufacture of urea formaldehyde

35. Urea Formaldehyde

(a) as a fertilizer. It releases nitrogen slowly and is hence
effective over the entire growing season.

36. Hydrogen Cyanide

(a) in the manufacture of acrylonitrile

37. Ammonium Sulphate, Mono- and Di-A=monium Phosphate

(a) as fertilizers
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